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Market
OVERVIEW

Markets this time has behaved in a
more matured way than what the news
flow with regards to Covid second wave
in India is concerned.

L

ast year in 2020, it was

pace with no knee-jerk policy action.

supply mismatch leads to rise in price

panic all around and

To me, the market reaction is more

and better profits for the corporate

market corrected almost

of a behavioral aspect than anything

India. Add to it the cost optimization

38% from the top despite

else. With the last lock down in 2020,

leads to exemplified margins and

of the fact that the intensity of the

it was well assessed that if earnings

for the year for FY-21 the earnings

second wave is more un-nerving

for one year is wiped out, the impact

sharply recovered contrary to ultra-

than the first one. Only difference

on the intrinsic value would be a

muted expectation. These all things

is that in the first wave nationwide

meagre 6% and does not impact the

we witnessed in FY-21 and hence the

lockdown led to a screeching halt

valuation that much. Also, if lock

reaction this time is more measured

to the economy whereas this time

down leads to supply disruption the

and sensible until now. Moreover, the

around the lockdowns is more

demand gets amplified when the

second wave in US did not impact the

regional in nature and in a measured

economy opens fully, and demand/

Dow or the S&P, is also an anecdotal
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Market is looking
forward to a mass
level vaccine
inoculation as
soon as the Covid
crisis peaks out in
India and that will
insulate the masses
in India from any
catastrophe going
forward.

with mass level vaccine inoculation.

management. The corporate earnings

UK and US are also leading on the

season for the fourth quarter of FY21

same line. So is the case going to

has started on a positive note for

be for India once we take control

India Inc. The combined net profit

of the second wave and this will

of 81 companies that declared their

dramatically reduce the life risk

quarterly results till 26th April, 2021

going forward and thereby better

is up 36.2% yoy, stated an article

certainty for the economic growth.

from Business Standard. Although,

At present it seems, that the second
wave will have impact on the first
quarterly earnings of India Inc, but
again the pace of recovery will get
accelerated with vaccine inoculation
drive gathering pace and momentum
in the second half. How far analyst

sequentially, net profit is down by 4%
qoq, suggesting that the profitability
has plateaued and also helped by
low base in same quarter last year.
Nevertheless, earnings of the first
batch of results have been driven by
banks and iron & steel companies
since banks have gained from low

evidence of what the investors

will be behind the curve in judging

are looking for and behaving to a

the earning recovery will again be

renewed covid fear. The crux of all

taken with a pinch of salt. Generally,

is that market tends to react in a

in the early stage of a bull market

knee-jerk fashion only when the

and with uncertainty surrounding

event is unknown and unknowable.

with event risk it’s always tough to

The same event happening again as a

access the potential earning recovery

second wave will not have the same

and hence the surprise element.

reaction by investors and traders

Usually, analyst tend to do well once

because of the known nature of

the economic trend is established,

the event and the impact could be

and surprise element is missing. So,

much better assessed for corporate

our sense is that the second half will

While there haven’t been any

earnings. Market generally tends to

be much better for FY-22 and that

downward revisions to corporate

crash when the event has financial

coincides with mass inoculation of

profitability for FY22 so far, the

implications which is un-quantifiable

vaccine, some pent-up demand and

economic growth projections seems

and, in that scenario, market tends

the festive seasons which generally

to react more than what is deserved

sees better consumption and public

for in an otherwise orderly state.

sentiment and it will aid the demand

Moreover, this time around, we have

for products and services. At present,

the vaccine with us, and evidence

sectors like pharma/API, platform-

suggest that those who have taken

based businesses, chemicals & IT

vaccine has developed antibody and

remains insulated with the vagaries

even if Covid strikes them, it is mild

of domestic economy and tend to do

and severity of the case and life risk

well in such times. While the ones

is neutralized to a great extent. Hence

like Real estate, auto and other labour

market is looking forward to a mass

based industries which rely heavily

level vaccine inoculation as soon as

on migrated labour are expected to

the Covid crisis peaks out in India

suffer in the interim, nevertheless,

and that will insulate the masses in

gets compensated by the pent up

India from any catastrophe going

demand generated later on, when

forward. Best in case is the Israel

things get to normalize. That is what

which has inoculated more than 49%

we have been taught precisely by the

of its population (at least one dose)

1st wave. So far, there have not been

and has opened up the economy and

any major earnings downgrades for

taken steps for a normal life post

FY22 since everybody is on a wait and

the success of seeing lesser casualty

watch mode and so have been the
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provisioning thus boosting net
profit while iron & steel companies
have gained margins from higher
product prices thus leading to higher
profitability. Revenue growth have
been driven by the IT majors Tata
Consultancy Services, Infosys, Wipro,
and HCL Tech, which account for
nearly 50% of the sample’s combined
revenues, stated the article.

The second half
will be much better
for FY-22 and that
coincides with
mass inoculation
of vaccine, some
pent-up demand
and the festive
seasons which
generally sees better
consumption and
public sentiment
and it will aid
the demand for
products and
services.

to be for a downward revision
from rating agencies considering
the states which have announced
lockdowns would contributed to
loss of economic activity and the
important and large the state, the
more the economic loss. Different
agencies have like S&P have raised
concerns that the base assumption
of 11% growth over fiscal 2021-2022
needs revision, particularly if the
government is forced to re-impose
broad containment measures. The
State Bank of India (SBI) Research
has estimated the total loss due to
the current COVID-19 lockdown at
Rs 1.5 lakh crore, with Maharashtra,
Madhya Pradesh (MP), and Rajasthan
accounting for 80%. Maharashtra
alone constitutes 54% of the “probable
monetary impact of current
lockdown in various states.” Thus, it’s
a given that lockdowns bring with it
ill omen and there’s no denying to the

fact. However, all eyes on the faster

It would take India
somewhere around
December to
vaccinate ~15% of its
population (with two
doses) and going by
the global standards,
that is good enough to
stop the spread of the
virus. Unfortunately,
for that to happen,
the virus needs to
peak first and the best
available estimates are
by the middle of May
or even by early June
and then the number
of cases recedes till
August 2021.

Paras Bothra

inoculation of the whole population
and although the Government
has announced for vaccines for
everybody above 18 years of age,
the availability for the vaccines is a
question mark. SBI research believes
that it would take India somewhere
around December to vaccinate ~15%
of its population (with two doses) and
going by the global standards, that
is good enough to stop the spread of
the virus. Unfortunately, for that to
happen, the virus needs to peak first
and the best available estimates are
by the middle of May or even by early
June and then the number of cases
recedes till August 2021, as suggested
by mathematical models. So far, Govt.
has done well with overwhelming
healthcare infrastructure, although
inoculation of population is the only
solution in overcoming the crisis.

Digitally signed

PARAS
PARAS by
BOTHRA
Date:
2021.05.03
BOTHRA 07:55:35
+05'30'

President - Equity Research (Retail)
Email - paras@ashikagroup.com
Phone: +91 22 6611 1700
Direct: +91 22 6611 1786
Mobile: +91 98203 97061
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PROMINENT
HEADLINES

he country’s
exports are
reviving and the
shipments are expected
to be in the “solid”
positive territory in this
financial year… ANUP
he idea behind the WADHAWAN, Com(Stratup India seed merce Secretary
fund) scheme
is to ensure adequate
he disruption
availability of funds, parin the supply
ticularly to start-ups with
of oxygen for
good ideas in different
industrial use would
fields. I do hope that this temporarily impact the
scheme will support our
revenues of small and
domestic entrepreneurs
mid-sized companies
and their business ideas into metal fabrication,
that often cannot take
automotive components,
off due to the absence of shipbreaking, paper, and
critical capital at an early engineering….GAUTAM
stage….PIYUSH GOYAL,
SHAHI, Director, CRISIL
Commerce and industry
Ratings.
minister.

APRIL 2021

T

T

T

he country needs
to prepare for
“greater uncertainty” in terms of the
consumer as well as
investor sentiments due
to the second wave of
coronavirus infections,
and the government
will respond with
fiscal measures as and
when required… RAJIV
KUMAR, Niti Aayog Vice
Chairma

T

here is a clear
disconnect
between the
markets and the reality
on ground in terms of
the covid situation in
India. That said, one
needs to wait for May 2,
when results of ongoing
ll through the panassembly elections
he current forecast
demic, our prime
are out for any central
that the IMF has
focus has been
government measures
for India already
to ensure the supply of
takes a fairly conservative essential fuels 24X7. We in terms of lockdown /
mobility curbs, which
view on the sequential
have also stepped up
can trigger a fall in the
growth for the Indian
the production of raw
economy for this year.
material for PPEs and we markets. As things stand
“But it’s true that with
market direction remain
are now providing lifethis very worrying uptick saving medical oxygen to uncertain….UNMESH
in cases that poses very
KULKARNI, MD & Senior
hospitals…S M VAIDYA,
severe downside risks to Chairman, Indian Oil.
Advisor, Julius Baer India
the growth outlook for
the economy,…. MALHAR
ctivity restrictions
here is a second
NABAR, Division Chief of
wave
therefore
imposed by states
the research department
people should
are currently
at the IMF
be careful about it and
limited to weekend/night
follow all regulations.
lockdowns. If a medical
he country needs
But overall compared
capacity gets stretched,
to prepare for
to previous episode, we
harsher measures can
“greater uncerare in a better shape
be taken, we expect
tainty” in terms of conbecause vaccine is out
these to be localized. All
sumer as well as investor
and
vaccination
drive
is
this will impact market
sentiments due to the
proceeding.
So
uncersecond wave of coronasentiment….NEELKANTH
tainty is much lower …
virus infections, and the
MISHRA, Co-Head of Asia
government will respond Chief Economic Adviser K Pacific Strategy and India
V SUBRAMANIAN
with fiscal measures as
Equity Strategist, Credit
and when required…
Suisse
RAJIV KUMAR, Niti Aayog
Vice Chairma

A

T

T

T
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O

ver three-fourths of
small businesses in
the country have
shown an adverse impact
on their health during the
COVID-19 pandemic, with
those in the manufacturing
sector reporting more
troubles. The rate of recovery of India’s commercial
enterprises, and thereby
the economy, will be
determined by the strength
of the recovery of small
business… ARUN SINGH,
Global Chief Economist, Dun
& Bradstreet India

S

EBI has worked
towards protecting
investor’s interest.
SEBI has been ahead of the
curve that has helped India
steer clear of crises such
as the recent Gamestop
saga or even the 2008
banking crisis. The startup
ecosystem’s valuations
were too high to sustain
and correction in such
valuations could be in the
offing …NITIN KAMATH,
the founder and CEO of
Zerodha

T

he COVID lows
in March (2020)
were the biggest
opportunity. The risk
reward was so much in
your favour. Anything you
bought is double or triple
of the bottom. Despite the
second wave, we will have
double digit growth. We
are in the midst of a big
bull run. India is beautifully
placed to log double
digit growth… RAKESH
JHUNJHUNWALA

T

he near term outlook is complex as
it is very difficult to
to predict how the second
wave will pan out. Once
covid related issues are
resolved we believe there
will be a period of cyclical
economic recovery coupled with a very accommodative US Federal Reserve.
However this phase may
not last very long. Markets
are likely to remain volatile….S NAREN, ED & CIO,
ICICI Prudential AMC.

Demand pull is still weak,
the recent elevation in
inflation remains in focus
on reviving the economy
on a path of strong and
sustainable growth.
An integral part of the
approach would be to
insulate domestic financial markets from global
spillovers and volatility so
that congenial financial
conditions continue to
support growth. ….SHAKTIKANTA DAS, Reserve
Bank of India Governor

I

suspect yields are going
to go higher from here
because growth is
strong because inflation
is going to be going up
and importantly because
Europe is improving.
….MOHAMED EL-ERIAN,
Chief Economic advisor,
Allianz and former CEO of
Pimco.

I

ndia needs to ward off
credit crunch as a strong
second wave of Covid19 has hit the country at a
time when there is constrained fiscal space and
monetary ammunition....…
CARMEN REINHART, chief
economist of the World Bank
Group

India is moving ahead
towards making electric
vehicles. In due course
of time, we will be the
number one electric
vehicle (EV) maker in the
world. I believe that the
cost of electric vehicles is
expected to come down
in the next two years. The
cost of electric vehicles
will be comparable to
that of conventional petrol and diesel vehicles….
NITIN GADKARI, Transport Minister
7
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From a macro perspective, benign
interest rates, ample liquidity and a
growth focus (rather than inflation
control) as the fulcrum of the Central
bank policy are all positives for
investing in mid and small caps.
Moreover, we believe:
• Cyclical stocks to outperform
driven by higher near-term
earnings growth and attractive
valuations
• Small caps to outperform as they
continue to appear attractive on a
relative value basis
• Improved liquidity conditions in
the domestic financial markets to
result in easier access to capital
and better credit spreads fueling
earnings growth for cyclical stocks
and small caps
• Weak dollar to result in
incremental flows to Ems
Considering if the above holds true,
IDFC Sterling Value Fund, a value
focused mid and small cap fund, is
well positioned to benefit as the fund
is overweight (OW) on cyclical sectors
such as Cement / Building Materials,
Commodities and Auto sectors and
OW on small caps due to attractive
valuations (specifically certain
sectors).

Q&A WITH HEAD EQUITY

Mr. Anoop Bhaskar - Head – Equity at
IDFC Mutual Fund

The second wave is expected
to peak out soon, however it
exposed the unpreparedness of the
Government. How costly could be
for the economic recovery?
The current wave of the pandemic
appears to be more severe than the
previous one with few of the large
states being almost on a lock down.
The pace of vaccination, currently a
shade below 6.5% of adults in India
(those having taken the 1st dose),
will be key to contain the spread.
The speed with which we cross
25%/33%/50% levels of successfully
vaccinating the adult population,

May 2021

may have a direct bearing on our
economic growth trajectory, whether
GDP growth for FY 22 grows at 7%/9%
or 11%, is dependent on the length
and the depth of the Second Wave.
Which sectors/themes would one
needs to play out over the coming
year?
Globally, India is projected to be the
fastest growing large economy –
robust economic growth should be
positive for earnings growth and help
sustain valuations. While, we believe
a broader market outperformance
should sustain if economic growth as
forecasted is achieved.
INSIGHT
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The current wave
of the pandemic
appears to be more
severe than the
previous one with
few of the large
states being almost
on a lock down. The
pace of vaccination,
currently a shade
below 6.5% of adults
in India (those having
taken the 1st dose),
will be key to contain
the spread.

We think earnings
would be the key
focus for investors
going forward and
with March 2021
quarter earnings
season which is
just about to start.
Currently, the Nifty
trades at 34x trailing
earnings, based on
the forecasted results
for Mar’21 and Jun’21
quarters, trailing P/E
is expected to fall to
24x and 22x.
Is the pain over financials?
The Nifty Bank Index was up 9.0% for
the Jan-March’21 quarter, building
on the sharp rebound in Oct-Dec-20
quarter. Though, we continue to
remain optimistic on the longer-term
growth potential of the sector, the
Second wave of Covid-19 and its
impact on economic activity, remains
a near term worry.
Does the second wave derail FY22
corporate earnings estimates?
As mentioned earlier, second wave of
COVID could be a dampener to the
nascent economic recovery. We think
earnings would be the key focus for
investors going forward and with
March 2021 quarter earnings season
which is just about to start. Currently,
the Nifty trades at 34x trailing
earnings, based on the forecasted
results for Mar’21 and Jun’21 quarters,
trailing P/E is expected to fall to 24x
and 22x. At those levels, concerns
on market’s valuation will be much
more muted and more investors
would be positively inclined to
equities. Thus, the importance of
“normalized” earnings season cannot
be overstated. Thus, the impact of the
Second wave on corporate earnings.

Will there be challenges for the
rupee in the times ahead?
After weakening in Mar’20, the
rupee has generally been steady
with minor appreciation, aided by
strong FDI and FII flows (entirely in
equities). At the start of the year, the
general consensus globally was of
US$ to remain weak. However, the
surprising speed with which US has
been able to roll out vaccination, US
economy is now primed to grow. In
the coming months, this has made
the US$ gain strength. For India,
higher commodity prices, oil is
almost back to pre-pandemic levels
(around $70/barrel), increase in
India’s imports due to higher level
of economic activity coupled with
moderate export growth could lead
to INR remaining weak through the
year.
The interest rate management by
RBI is expected to get really difficult
from here on. Your views on the
same.
In the latest policy review, the RBI
kept policy rates on hold, reiterated
its accommodative stance, indicated
a phased withdrawal of last year’s
reserve requirement cut, but
simultaneously pledged to keep
liquidity conditions accommodative
to ensure the government’s largerthan-expected borrowing program
goes through non-disruptively.
The MPC again reinforced its priority
on reviving durable growth even as
the risks to inflation have also been
adequately highlighted.
Is it the time to look out for export
led sectors and companies within?
Developed Markets especially the
US and Europe are reporting strong
set of economic activity numbers.
Demand recovery is expected in
these markets which may benefit
Indian exports. A growing sentiment
is China+1, till now countries like
Vietnam and Bangladesh have gained
ground on this front. However,
the launch of several PLI schemes
across sectors should boost India’s

9
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capabilities and could help revive
export growth which has been a
downward spiral over the last few
years.
Recent investment trend in
CY2020 has been to look global, ESG
compliant, and sometimes multiasset. What would be investment
theme in coming year?
Looking at the current scenario,
we believe valuations are rich, a
correction could be driven by any of
the following factors – weaker than
expected earnings, inflation scare
leading to bond yields spiking and
re-emergence of Covid 2nd wave.
We have come a full circle as far as
market valuations are concerned.
We started the year with trailing
valuations of 15x, we are exiting the
year with trailing valuations of 34x.
Considering these points, we believe
one can look at IDFC Dynamic Equity
Fund – A hybrid fund with active
equity allocation that changes based
on the trailing P/E of Nifty 50 index.
Moreover, with an all-time low active
equity exposure for the fund (35%)
and all-time high trailing valuations,
the fund aims to provide cushion
if there is any correction in the
markets. Also, the fund will endeavor
to increase equity exposure as and
when valuations correct - either

Looking at the
current scenario, we
believe valuations
are rich, a correction
could be driven by
any of the following
factors – weaker
than expected
earnings, inflation
scare leading to bond
yields spiking and
re-emergence of
Covid 2nd wave.

May 2021

FPIs, were the main
driver of Indian
equities in FY21,
they invested more
than USD 37 billion.
Investments surged
as central banks
provided large
fiscal and monetary
stimulus support
to try and revive
coronavirus-hit
economies, creating
ample liquidity.
by earnings recovery or by price
correction. The fund continues to
stick with its philosophy of “buying
low selling high”.
Moreover, we believe one can also
look at IDFC Large Cap fund as we
saw how Covid-19 outbreak rattled
Indian markets which witnessed a
significant decline. However, within

the market segments, it was the
large cap segment that fell less and
has been able to withstand volatility
better than other market. Given
that the uncertainties faced by the
economy may continue due to second
wave it may be an apt time to look at
large cap companies as they provide
the much needed stability during
such volatile times.

What’s your view on Govt’s
privatization drive, how successful
could it be?
Privatization of state-owned
enterprises is a step in the right
direction to raise resources and
bridge the fiscal deficit. However,
the success of the privatization plan
will depend on how effectively it is
implemented.

What is the view of FPIs towards
India?
FPIs, were the main driver of
Indian equities in FY21, they
invested more than USD 37 billion.
Investments surged as central banks
provided large fiscal and monetary
stimulus support to try and revive
coronavirus-hit economies, creating
ample liquidity. With this, India has
been a huge beneficiary of the inflows
from FPIs into emerging markets.
Some of the factors that are
attracting FPIs to India are recovery
seen across high frequency indicators
and earnings growth, budget 2021
focused on growth, weak dollar index
and policy stimulus measures.

Some of the factors
that are attracting
FPIs to India are
recovery seen across
high frequency
indicators and
earnings growth,
budget 2021 focused
on growth, weak
dollar index and
policy stimulus
measures.

The sectors / stocks mentioned should not be construed as an investment advice from IDFC Mutual Fund and IDFC Mutual
Fund may or may not have any future position in these sectors / stocks.

Disclaimer: MUTUAL FUND INVESTMENTS ARE SUBJECT TO MARKET RISKS, READ ALL SCHEME RELATED
DOCUMENTS CAREFULLY.
The Disclosures of opinions/in house views/strategy incorporated herein is provided solely to enhance the transparency
about the investment strategy / theme of the Scheme and should not be treated as endorsement of the views / opinions
or as an investment advice. This document should not be construed as a research report or a recommendation to buy
or sell any security. This document has been prepared on the basis of information, which is already available in publicly
accessible media or developed through analysis of IDFC Mutual Fund. The information/ views / opinions provided is for
informative purpose only and may have ceased to be current by the time it may reach the recipient, which should be taken
into account before interpreting this document. The recipient should note and understand that the information provided
above may not contain all the material aspects relevant for making an investment decision and the stocks may or may
not continue to form part of the scheme’s portfolio in future. The decision of the Investment Manager may not always
be profitable; as such decisions are based on the prevailing market conditions and the understanding of the Investment
Manager. Actual market movements may vary from the anticipated trends. This information is subject to change without
any prior notice. The Company reserves the right to make modifications and alterations to this statement as may be
required from time to time. Neither IDFC Mutual Fund / IDFC AMC Trustee Co. Ltd./ IDFC Asset Management Co. Ltd
nor IDFC, its Directors or representatives shall be liable for any damages whether direct or indirect, incidental, punitive
special or consequential including lost revenue or lost profits that may arise from or in connection with the use of the
information.
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Mutual
Fund
Overview
IDFC STERLING VALUE FUND
Investment Objective

The investment objective of the Scheme is to seek to
generate capital appreciation from a diversified portfolio
of equity and equity related instruments by following a
value investment strategy.

Fund Features

IDFC Sterling Value Fund follows a value investment
strategy and is a mix of predominantly mid and small cap
opportunities.
The fund follows a benchmark agnostic approach.
For relative value evaluation, the Enterprise Value (EV)/
Sales ratio and Price/Book (P/B) are the key parameters
looked at.

parameters such as (but not limited to) EV/Sales, P/E,
P/B, Dividend yield, FCF yield, etc., between the portfolio
companies and the Broader market indices and Sector/
sub-sector peer set. Further the fund would look to invest
across sectors and market cap.
Important Information
NAV (G) (Rs.)

66.18

NAV (D) (Rs.)

23.99

Inception Date
Fund size(Rs.Cr.)
Fund Manager

3208
Anoop Bhaskar &. Daylynn Pinto

Entry load

The fund can also be looked at as a mix of Leaders/
Challengers (leaders in Non-Nifty sectors or top
challengers in Nifty50 sectors) and Emerging Business
opportunities.

Exit Load

Investment Strategy

Min Investment (Rs.)

The scheme would create a portfolio of emerging
businesses and companies that are aspiring leaders/
challengers in their respective field of operations. Some
part of the portfolio would be in stocks/ companies that
do not have a significant history of being listed.

Mar 7, 2008

Nil
For units in excess of 10% of the
investment,1% will be charged for
redemption within 365 days

Benchmark

S&P BSE 400 MidSmallCap TRI

Min SIP Investment
(Rs.)

5000
100

Key Ratios

The scheme will invest in undervalued companies
identified through a systematic process based on an
understanding of the industry growth potential and
interaction with company management to assess the
company’s core competencies towards achieving longterm sustainable profit growth.

Beta (x)

The scheme seeks to follow a value investment strategy
and would accordingly aim to identify undervalued
companies in the market. Investment decisions to identify
these companies would be based on relative valuation

1.05

Standard deviation (%)

30.59

Sharpe Ratio

0.08

Alpha (%)

-7.75

R Squared

0.97

Expense ratio (%)

2.01

Portfolio Turnover ratio (%)

0.18

Avg Market cap (Rs. Cr.)
11
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Portfolioas on Mar 31, 2021

% SECTOR ALLOCATION

Stocks

% of Net assets

Consumer Durables

2.5

4.0

Auto Ancillaries

2.5

JK Cement

3.4

Gujarat Gas

3.3

Consumer Non Durables

2.6

Jindal Steel & Power

3.2

Construction Project

2.7

KEC International

3.0

Power

Deepak Nitrite

4.7

ICICI Bank

NCC

2.7

Emami

2.6

Minda Industries
Voltas

3.0

Ferrous Metals

3.2

2.5

Gas

3.3

2.5

Cement & Cement Products

3.4
4.0

Banks

Asset Allocation
Equity

Cash

96.8%

3.2%

4.7

Chemicals
Note: All data are as on Mar 31, 2021; NAV are as on Apr 26, 2021
Source: Factsheet, Value Research

Performance of the Fund alongwith Benchmark (as on Apr 26, 2021)
1 month
Fund (%)
Benchmark (%)

3 months 6 months

1 year

3 Years

5 Years

4.35

16.93

46.03

100.88

4.92

14.32

-0.09

2.21

24.58

59.78

11.42

14.14

Since Inception
15.46

Ashika Mutual Fund Recommendation Alpha Generation
Month of

Fund Name

Benchmark

Recom

NAV as on

1 Year

3 Year

5 Year

26.04.2021

Return

Return

Return

(%)

(%)

(%)

May-20

Axis - Focused 25 Fund Reg (G)

NSE - Nifty 50 TRI

37.3

52.2

10.9

16.4

Jun-20

Nippon India - Tax Saver (G)

S&P BSE 100 TRI

62.0

62.0

1.3

6.8

Jul-20

SBI - Small Cap Fund Reg (G)

S&P BSE Small Cap TRI

80.7

82.9

10.5

19.6

Aug-20

Aditya Birla SL - Focused Equity Fund

NSE - Nifty 50 TRI

74.9

52.5

9.5

12.1

Reg (G)
Sep-20

Sundaram - Services Fund (G)

S&P BSE 200 TRI

15.5

62.7

0.0

0.0

Oct-20

Invesco - India Contra Fund (G)

S&P BSE 500 TRI

62.2

56.2

9.0

14.9

Nov-20

Mirae - Asset Tax Saver Fund Reg (G)

S&P BSE 200 TRI

25.2

70.2

15.4

20.0

Dec-20

Mirae - Asset Large Cap Fund Reg (G)

NSE - NIFTY 100 TRI

64.7

55.0

11.5

14.9

Jan-21

Quant - Active Fund (G)

NSE - Nifty 500 TRI

317.3

106.2

20.8

19.8

Feb-21

Kotak - Tax Saver Scheme (G)

S&P BSE Sensex TRI

59.0

60.0

12.6

14.7

Mar-21

Quant - Small Cap Fund (G)

NSE - NIFTY SMALLCAP 250

91.7

174.1

21.7

15.1

19.3

54.3

8.2

14.9

TRI
Apr-21

LIC - Large & Mid Cap Fund - Reg (G)

NSE - NIFTY Large Midcap
250 TRI

Note: All data are as on Mar 31, 2021; NAV are as on Apr 26, 2021
Source: Factsheet, Value Research
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Large & Mid Cap Fund
All Data Belongs To April 26, 2021
NAV

SBI - Large & Midcap Fund Reg (G)

AUM
(Rs Cr)

3M

6M

1 Yr

3 Yr

5 Yr

Since
Sharpe Exp.
Inception Ratio Ratio
Return

288.3

3629

5.7

30.8

64.3

10.0

13.1

13.8

0.4

2.1

78.2

16190

6.8

30.8

70.4

16.1

20.1

20.7

0.7

1.8

407.6

3726

7.4

33.2

63.2

8.4

11.9

17.7

0.3

2.0

LIC - Large & Mid Cap Fund - Reg (G)

19.3

1028

4.6

23.0

54.3

8.2

14.9

11.3

0.4

2.5

Kotak - Emerging Equity (G)

57.2

9162

12.2

38.3

80.6

11.7

16.4

13.2

0.2

1.9

Mirae - Asset Emerging Bluechip Fund
Reg (G)
ICICI Pru - Large & Mid Cap Fund Reg (G)

Value Fund
SBI - Contra Fund Reg (G)

152.2

1856

7.9

41.8

91.6

8.9

12.2

16.5

0.4

2.4

IDFC - Sterling Value Fund Reg (G)

66.2

3208

16.9

46.0

101.7

4.9

14.3

15.3

0.2

2.0

Nippon India - Value Fund (G)

95.6

3517

6.6

30.8

67.1

8.6

13.5

15.3

0.4

2.0

Kotak - India EQ Contra Fund (G)

68.4

934

5.1

27.1

61.8

10.9

15.2

13.0

0.5

2.4

Invesco - India Contra Fund (G)

62.2

6477

2.2

23.7

56.2

9.0

14.9

13.9

0.4

1.9

Axis - Focused 25 Fund Reg (G)

37.3

15007

0.4

24.1

52.2

10.9

16.4

16.0

0.5

1.7

Mirae - Asset Focused Fund Reg (G)

15.6

5472

5.3

26.4

71.5

0.0

0.0

24.6

0.0

1.9

SBI - Focused Equity Fund Reg (G)

187.9

14253

6.2

27.7

49.9

10.7

14.7

19.2

0.5

1.8

DSP - Focus Fund Reg Fund (G)

29.1

1997

0.0

21.9

56.4

8.6

11.3

10.2

0.4

2.1

Sundaram - Select Focus Reg (G)

224.2

1218

1.8

21.3

45.8

10.0

13.4

18.0

0.5

2.3

Quant - Tax Plan (G)

166.5

106

16.6

44.3

116.7

21.9

21.8

14.9

0.7

2.5

Kotak - Tax Saver Scheme (G)

59.0

1679

7.2

28.0

60.0

12.6

14.7

12.2

0.4

2.2

Mirae - Asset Tax Saver Fund Reg (G)

25.2

6934

5.6

28.3

70.2

15.4

20.0

19.0

0.6

2.0

Axis - Long Term Equity Fund (G)

60.3

27870

2.0

26.0

50.7

11.8

15.0

17.1

0.5

1.6

SBI - Long Term Equity Fund Reg (G)

181.9

9258

3.6

26.7

60.2

8.5

10.9

14.1

0.3

1.9

Quant - Active Fund (G)

317.3

260

17.1

41.2

106.2

20.8

19.8

18.8

0.7

2.5

SBI - Flexi Cap Fund Reg (G)

62.0

11829

4.0

28.8

58.3

8.9

13.0

12.5

0.4

1.9

Kotak - Flexi Cap Fund Reg (G)

44.5

34744

4.0

24.6

56.2

10.5

14.3

13.5

0.4

1.6

Motilal Oswal - Flexi Cap Fund Reg (G)

30.9

11873

0.9

20.0

51.9

4.1

12.3

17.5

0.2

1.7

Parag Parikh - Flexi Cap Fund Reg (G)

39.3

8182

8.7

24.2

71.1

19.4

18.3

18.8

0.8

1.9

Focus Fund

ELSS Fund

Flexi Cap Fund

Small Cap Fund
Quant - Small Cap Fund (G)

91.7

170

26.4

50.1

174.1

21.7

15.1

13.8

0.6

2.4

SBI - Small Cap Fund Reg (G)

80.7

7570

11.8

37.3

82.9

10.5

19.6

19.7

0.4

1.8

Axis - Small Cap Fund Reg (G)

44.5

4485

13.1

31.9

71.9

16.3

17.5

22.3

0.6

2.1

Invesco - India Smallcap Fund Reg (G)

15.3

882

12.3

37.5

74.6

0.0

0.0

18.1

0.0

2.3

119.3

3423

16.8

47.7

112.2

13.6

17.2

16.6

0.6

2.1

Kotak - Smallcap Fund (G)
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Thematic/Sectoral Fund
All Data Belongs To April 26, 2021
NAV

AUM
(Rs
Cr)

3M

6M

1 Yr

3 Yr

5 Yr

Since
Sharpe Exp.
Inception Ratio Ratio
Return

Franklin - Build India Fund (G)

48.7

954

6.8

40.2

67.5

7.3

10.9

14.4

0.3

2.4

ICICI Pru - Banking and Financial
Services Fund Reg (G)

70.4

3865

5.3

34.5

68.4

6.1

14.9

16.6

0.3

2.0

270.7

4261

5.9

21.2

49.1

24.0

15.1

21.6

0.9

2.7

Sundaram - Rural and Consumption Fund
Reg (G)

48.1

1336

(0.2)

18.6

42.2

3.4

11.6

11.2

0.2

2.3

Aditya Birla SL - Digital India Fund Reg (G)

97.7

1148

7.3

28.4

111.5

24.7

21.6

9.2

1.1

2.4

SBI - Equity Hybrid Fund Reg (G)

171.3

37727

3.1

21.0

39.2

10.4

12.1

12.9

0.5

1.7

Sundaram - Equity Hybrid Fund Reg (G)

111.3

1667

3.0

18.4

37.5

9.1

12.2

12.5

0.4

2.2

ICICI Pru - Balanced Advantage Fund Reg
(G)

44.2

30284

2.9

14.6

37.7

9.5

10.8

10.8

0.4

1.8

Kotak - Balanced Advantage Fund Reg (G)

13.1

7670

1.9

10.7

35.7

0.0

0.0

10.3

0.0

1.9

Aditya Birla SL - Balanced Advantage
Fund (G)

65.6

3181

1.8

15.8

37.1

9.0

11.1

9.4

0.4

2.2

Aditya Birla SL - Equity Savings Fund Reg
(G)

16.1

489

2.7

12.7

26.5

6.9

8.7

7.6

0.3

2.5

DSP - Equity Saving Fund Reg (G)

14.7

366

2.5

11.4

26.9

6.0

7.7

7.9

0.2

2.4

Kotak - Equity Savings Fund Reg (G)

16.7

1391

0.8

7.7

21.0

7.5

8.6

8.1

0.5

2.2

Nippon India - Equity Savings Fund Reg (G)

11.3

303

2.0

10.1

19.7

(3.5)

1.9

2.1

(0.5)

2.6

SBI - Equity Savings Fund Reg (G)

15.8

1365

1.6

12.6

29.1

7.7

8.3

7.9

0.4

1.7

Nippon India - Pharma Fund (G)

Blance/BAF Fund

Equity Savings Fund

Arbitrage Fund
Aditya Birla SL - Arbitrage Fund Reg (G)

20.9

5552

1.1

1.9

3.5

5.2

5.6

6.5

0.8

0.9

ICICI Pru - Equity Arbitrage Fund Reg (G)

26.9

10456

1.1

1.8

3.5

5.2

5.6

7.2

0.8

1.0

Kotak - Equity Arbitrage Fund (G)

29.2

17835

1.1

1.9

3.7

5.3

5.7

7.1

0.9

1.0

Nippon India - Arbitrage Fund (G)

20.9

10211

1.1

1.8

3.6

5.4

5.7

7.2

0.9

1.0

SBI - Arbitrage Opp Fund Reg (G)

26.3

3478

1.0

1.7

2.7

4.9

5.4

6.9

0.4

0.9

Index Fund
HDFC - Index Fund-NIFTY 50 Plan - (G)

132.7

2750

1.8

23.3

59.0

11.6

13.5

14.5

0.5

0.3

ICICI Pru - Nifty Next 50 Index Fund Reg
(G)

30.3

1036

4.0

27.0

49.2

4.2

12.3

10.7

0.2

0.9

432.0

2063

0.1

20.5

55.3

12.4

14.0

14.8

0.6

0.3

Motilal Oswal - Nasdaq 100 FOF (G)

21.7

2162

5.1

21.0

56.6

0.0

0.0

37.1

0.0

0.5

Motilal Oswal - S&P 500 Index Fund Reg (G)

14.1

1088

11.3

21.2

40.5

0.0

0.0

39.1

0.0

1.2

HDFC - Index Fund - Sensex Plan

May 2021
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Solutions
All Data Belongs To April 26, 2021
NAV AUM

Mod
Duration
(in Yrs)

AMP
(IN Yrs )

3M

6M

1 Yr

2 Yr

Sharpe Exp.
Ratio Ratio

ICICI Pru - Retirement Fund Pure Debt
Plan (G)

12.1

436

0.0

11.0342
(13/04/2020)

0.6

1.4

8.0

9.2

0.0

2.2

Aditya Birla SL - Retirement Fund 30s
Plan (G)

12.0

196

0.0

8.27
(18/05/2020)

1.2

17.7

40.6

8.3

0.0

2.5

HDFC - Retirement Savings Fund
Hybrid Equity Reg (G)

21.4

577

0.5

13.986
(19/05/2020)

4.9

22.4

48.6

12.9

0.5

2.5

Aditya Birla SL - Bal Bhavishya Yojna
Wealth Plan (G)

12.4

407

0.0

8.62
(18/05/2020)

1.2

17.2

39.6

7.9

0.0

2.7

ICICI Pru - Child Care Gift Plan Reg

164.7

741

0.3

115.82
(18/05/2020)

1.4

17.7

39.9

7.8

0.3

2.5

Dynamic/Multi Assets
Invesco - India Dynamic Equity Fund
(G)

33.4

647

0.2

25.67
(21/04/2020)

0.1

10.8

27.6

7.7

0.2

2.4

ICICI Pru - Asset Allocator Fund (FOF)
(G)

70.1

10278

0.6

49.9323
(18/05/2020)

3.6

16.6

38.9

12.8

0.6

1.4

332.3

11015

0.4

227.0877
(18/05/2020)

7.4

28.8

45.7

11.5

0.3

1.8

SBI - Dynamic Asset Allocation Fund
(G)

15.1

636

0.3

11.6835
(18/05/2020)

0.1

11.0

27.4

5.9

0.2

2.0

DSP - Dynamic Asset Allocation Reg
(G)

18.5

3205

0.5

14.349
(18/05/2020)

0.8

9.2

26.6

10.7

0.5

2.0

ICICI Pru - Multi Asset Fund (G)

Disclaimer: Mutual Fund investments are subject to market risks, read all scheme related documents carefully.
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STOCK PICKS

ICICI Bank Ltd.
CMP: Rs 600

Rating: BUY

Share holding pattern as on March 2021 (%)

Target: Rs 720

Company Information
BSE Code

532174

NSE Code

ICICIBANK

Bloomberg Code

ICICIBC IN

ISIN

INE090A01021

Market Cap (Rs. Cr)

415348

Outstanding shares(Cr)

691.6

52-wk Hi/Lo (Rs.)

679.4 / 285.55

Avg. daily volume (1yr. on NSE)

33751175

Face Value(Rs.)

2

Book Value (Rs)

216

Investment Rationale

Focus towards retail franchise
aided to higher profitability
ICICI Bank has successfully transformed itself from a corporate
focused bank to a retail bank in the
last 5 years. Bank’s management is
continuously taking initiatives to
de-risk its portfolio by adding granularity & by moving asset composition
in favour of the retail segment (share
of retail loans has increased to 67% in
Q4FY21 from < 40% a few years ago).
This has led to loan growth of 14% in
FY21 and that too in a most challenging year, besides, shift towards
retail also led to better fee income
growth. Along with expansion of the

May 2021

FIIs, 47.8%

DIIs, 41.7%

Others, 10.5%

physical presence, the bank has also

yoy in FY21 and more importantly, its

leveraged technology to expand its

core operating profit grew 17% yoy,

customer base and improve services.

which is impressive. Under the retail

The bank implemented a number of

segment, business banking, credit

initiatives focused on increasing its

cards and personal loans will grow at

retail clientele to deepen the pene-

a higher pace due to their lower base,

tration of products and services, thus

while home loans would continue to

further strengthening its franchise.

be the largest part of the portfolio.

This has led to has led to a significant

Given the pandemic and uncertainty,

moderation in gross slippages and

ICICI bank has pushed for secured

helped company in improving CASA

loans – home loans and LAP in FY21

Ratio and NIMs and thus improved to

so much so that home loans now

scale profitability. CASA ratio indeed

form almost half of retail loans. Some

stood strong at 42% and cost of funds

of the factors like the cut in stamp

at 4.25% in FY21, one of the lowest

duty in key states like Maharashtra

in industry thus enabling the bank

and benign interest rates also helped,

to earn NIMs of 3.7% to 3.9%. ICICI

which the management believes has

bank’s net profit hence grew 104%

less likelihood of repetition. ICICI

INSIGHT
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Bank has also provided Rs 175 crore

BB& below rated book now stands

to refund the interest-on-interest
amount to borrowers on the moratorium loans (impact of 4 bps on NIM).

Asset quality managed, adequate
provisions to tide over 2nd wave
It’s apparent that ICICI Bank has
learnt lessons from the crises it faced
in the past — retail asset quality troubles in 2008 and the corporate bad
loan cycle in 2014. Earlier mistakes
of leveraging on unsecured products

ICICI bank’s
domestic credit
growth at 15.8%
CAGR (FY14-21) has
been well supported
by strong liability
franchise as deposits
grew at 15.9% CAGR
(FY14-21).

at 1.5% of net advances. It is believed
that bank’s credit costs are expected
to decline significantly in FY22.
Moreover, stress formation in FY22
vs FY21 could be lesser as ICICI Bank
has strengthened its underwriting
and collection mechanism over the
last 1-year.

Strong deposit franchise will
position for growth
ICICI Bank should be among the

like personal loans and credit cards

prime beneficiaries of focus towards

in FY09 led to asset quality troubles

retail as well as commercial deposits

in global financial crisis. This time

Covid-related provisions during the

bank has leant towards secured

quarter ended March 2021, taking

portfolio- mortgages forming 50%
of retail loans, although home loans
form 70% of mortgages. The bank
also built significant chest contingent
provisions and raised equity capital
of Rs 15,000 cr to meet with future
challenges and to fuel growth. Strong
capital base together with low cost
of funds enabled ICICI bank to earn
one of the best NIMs of 3.7% in FY21.
Besides, focus on secured retail

the total Covid-related provision to
Rs 7,475 crore, equivalent to 1% of the
loan book as of March 2021. During
Q4FY21, asset quality improved
with GNPA at 4.96% vs 5.36% qoq
(5.44% yoy) as slippage ratio declined
sequentially. Restructuring under
RBI resolution framework stood at
0.5% of advances; of which 51% is
from Retail book and 49% Corporate
+ SME book. Management opined

loans, cost savings through digital

that impact of second wave could be

initiatives has resulted in strong

determined in next 1-2 months; how-

core operating profit and ICICI

ever ICICI Bank is well prepared with

Bank is expected to report >15%
pre-provision profit in next 2-3 years.
The bank created Rs 1,000 crore of

more than 1% of covid-19 provisions.
Provision coverage remains robust at
77.7% in FY21 and more importantly,

to larger banks. Besides, a lower
share of shorter-term unsecured
retail loans (which run-down fast
and where banks have made norms
very stringent) will also reduce the
drag from risk realignment. ICICI
bank’s domestic credit growth
at 15.8% CAGR (FY14-21) has been
well supported by strong liability
franchise as deposits grew at 15.9%
CAGR (FY14-21). Deposit growth
was lower than industry in FY12-15;
however FY16 onwards deposit
growth has outpaced the industry
growth by more than 500bps each
year led by digital initiatives along
with branch expansion and focus on
retail term deposits. CASA deposit
grew by 17.2% CAGR (FY14-21) while
term deposits grew by 14.9% CAGR
(FY14-21). CASA ratio have constantly

ICICI Bank 3Yr. Price Chart

improved from low of 43% in FY14 to

700

52% in FY18 however in last 2 years

650

focus has shifted towards retail term
deposits which resulted in CASA

600

share declining to 46% as of FY21. Due

550

to this strong CASA franchise, the

500

bank has managed to keep their cost
of deposits low (one of the lowest in

450

financial space), which help the bank

400

in a current tight liquidity environment. Going forward, in order to

350

maintain stable CASA ratio, the bank

300
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will invest further in strengthening
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its franchise and will leverage technology to improve customer experience and operating efficiency. For

May 2021

ICICI Bank, 56% of fixed deposits in

non-promoter CEOs, has no impact

personal loans are sourced through

FY21 was sourced via digital channels.

on ICICI Bank and thus provides

insta channels, 75% of credit cards

Asset-liability mismatch or ALM for

greater confidence on policymaking

are sourced digitally and 56% of fixed

less than one year is also undergoing

with view on long-term.

deposits are sourced through digital

a correction over the years, reflecting
better balance sheet management.
Mortgage forms a dominating share
of its loan book, as a result average
contracted maturity of its assets is
bound to be on higher side.

Management change driving the
growth
ICICI Bank in FY19 went through
a leadership change almost after a
decade, Mr. Sanjay Bakshi the new
MD & CEO and had laid down the
clear focus mainly on achieving
superior RoEs through strong core
operating performance. Internal and
external feedbacks suggest improved
credit culture, organizational stability
and alignment under the new CEO.
Effective utilization of strong
customer franchise, deepening penetration, and digital technology are
envisaged to drive retail asset growth.
Also, concentration of large loans
(Top-20 exposure) has also been
declining from about 14.3% in FY16
to 12% in FY21. Consequently, a large
part of the stress pool being identified and crystallized, management is
looking to increase coverage of the
same. More importantly, the recent
rules by the RBI with regards to capping on CEO term at 12 years (from
10 earlier)/15 years for promoter/

channels. The management change

Key Risks

in FY19 has worked wonders and

Any disruption in retail portfolio

has thus enabled the bank to have a

resulting in lower balance sheet

long term vision and thus challenge

growth and higher than estimated

leading retail bank and edge higher.

slippages.

While there are arguments on too
much dependence on retail loans,

Asset quality coming under pressure with pandemic aggravating.

the management has taken a leaf rom

Valuation

when it scaled higher on the back of

it’s own shortcomings back in 2008

ICICI Bank has strategically trans-

unsecured portfolio. This time, the

formed itself into a full-fledged retail

credit growth has come on the back

bank and such that share of retail

of secured book such that mortgages

loans has increased to 67% in Q4FY21

account for 50% of retail book and

from < 40% a few years ago. ICICI

out of which 70% is from home loans

bank’s domestic credit growth at

which is the sought after by private

15.8% CAGR (FY14-21) has been well

banks. Asset quality has been stable

supported by strong liability fran-

and the bank holds sufficient pro-

chise as deposits grew at 15.9% CAGR

visions and recently raised funds to

(FY14-21). Along with expansion of the

keep a tab of the situation on hand.

physical presence, the bank has also

Overall, the management has ticked

leveraged technology to expand its

most of the boxes and is entering

customer base and improve services.

FY22 as probably the strongest bank

The bank implemented a number of

in private space. With strong loan

initiatives focused on increasing its

growth of 14%-15% and pre-provi-

retail clientele to deepen the pene-

sion profit growth of 17% -20%, it

tration of products and services, thus

has highest chances of riding this

further strengthening its franchise.

uncertain and torrid moment without

This has led to has led to a significant

much scare on balance sheet. At the

moderation in gross slippages and

CMP, the scrip is trading at 2.23x

helped company in improving CASA

Fy23E BVPS and investors are advised

Ratio and NIMs and thus improved to

to ‘BUY’ For a target of Rs 720.

scale profitability. As of FY21, 90% of

Particulars (in Rs Cr)

FY20

Net interest Income

FY21

FY22E

FY23E

33,266

38,989

47,071

53,102

3.6%

3.6%

3.7%

3.8%

28,100

36,397

40,662

46,416

PAT

7,930

16,195

21,097

25,475

EPS (Rs)

12.08

23.67

30.31

37.14

177

216

238

269

6.0%

5.3%

4.9%

4.2%

NIM (%)
Operating Profit

BV (Rs)
GNPA (%)
Source: Ashika Research
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STOCK PICKS

DCM Shriram Ltd.
CMP: Rs 703

Rating: BUY

Target: Rs 840

Share holding pattern as on March 2021 (%)

Company Information
BSE Code

523367

NSE Code

DCMSHRIRAM

Bloomberg Code
ISIN

DCMS IN
INE499A01024

Market Cap (Rs. Cr)

11663

Outstanding shares (Cr)
52-wk Hi/Lo (Rs.)

15.6
728.5 / 229.05

Avg. daily volume (1yr. on NSE)

198331

Face Value (Rs.)

2

Book Value

Company overview
DCM Shriram Ltd. is an integrated
business entity, with extensive and
growing presence across the entire
Agri value chain and Chloro-Vinyl
industry. The Company has added
innovative value- added businesses in
these domains primarily Bioseed and
Fenesta. The Company’s segments
include: Fertilizers (manufacturing of
urea), Chloro-Vinyl (manufacturing
of poly-vinyl chloride, carbide and
chlor alkali products), Shriram Farm
solutions (trading of di-ammonium
phosphate, muriate of potash, super
phosphate, other fertilizers, seeds
and pesticides), Sugar (manufacturing

287.8

Promoters, 66.5%

FIIs, 2.5%

DIIs, 9.6%

Others, 21.4%

of sugar products and co-generation
of Power), Cement (manufacturing
of cement), Hariyali Kisaan Bazaar

MW. The Urea plant in Kota has a
Production capacity of 379,000 TPA
& Chlor- Alkali capacity of 4,50,000

(Rural retail), Bioseed (production
of hybrid seeds) and Others Hariyali Kisaan Bazaar (unplasticized
poly vinyl chloride (UPVC) window
systems, textiles and plaster of
paris). Access to captive power at
all key manufacturing units enables
the businesses to optimise com-

TPA in both Kota & Bharuch.

petitive edge. It has manufacturing
facilities of Fertiliser, Chloro Vinyl
& Cement in Kota (Rajasthan) and
of Chlor-Alkali in Bharuch (Gujrat).
The company operates coal-based
captive power, facilities - in Kota
and Bharuch (Gujarat) rated at 248
19
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Investment Rationale
Ethanol: An Opportunity

The new ethanol blending and pricing policy has been a game-changer
for sugar mills. The government is
targeting 10% ethanol blending by
2022 & 20% ethanol blending by 2025
(advanced from 2030). To achieve
these targets, OMCs would require
430 crore litre of ethanol supply by
2022 & 1000 crore litre of ethanol
supply by 2025. At current ex-factory
sugar realisations of Rs 32/kg, many

May 2021

mills are finding it viable to produce
more ethanol through the ‘B-heavy’
molasses route. DCM Shriram has
two distillery facility, with total ethanol capacity of 350 kilolitres per day
(klpd). With four sugar mills in operation, the company have adequate
quantity of molasses for running
these distilleries. In the coming
season, DCM also plans to divert
some of the B-heavy molasses, which
is currently being used for producing
sugar, into ethanol production to
understand the system, the recovery
rates and efficiency of the operation.
DCM Shriram is likely to divert
roughly 80,000 tonnes sugar in the
2020-21 season towards ‘B-heavy’
ethanol. The company, last year, produced 6.8 lakh tonnes (lt) sugar and
0.68 crore litres ethanol. This season,
it anticipates sugar production at
only 5.9 lt and 12.7 crore litres of ethanol. As per the management, sugar
business will utilize Ajbapur distillery
for full current season, which along
with better ethanol prices will help
in partly offsetting the impact of
lower sugar cane recovery. So, the
increase in ethanol production will
enable them to enhance their growth
momentum.

Capex in chemicals business
DCM Shriram will invest Rs 1,000
crore into its chemicals business at

The new ethanol
blending and pricing
policy has been
a game-changer
for sugar mills.
The government is
targeting 10% ethanol
blending by 2022 &
20% ethanol blending
by 2025.
its facility in Bharuch in Gujarat. As
per the management, the money will
be raised internally as operating cash
flow has been in the range of around
Rs 600 to 700 crore per year. Normal
capex of the company is around
Rs 100 to125 crore for each plant.
Furthermore, the company carry’s
a sizeable amount of liquid investments. The site will now produce 150
tonnes of hydrogen peroxide a day,
150 tonnes of Epichlorohydrin (ECH)
a day, while increasing its production
capacity of aluminium chloride from
60 to 150 tonnes a day. In addition to
the ECH plant, a glycerine purification facility will also be constructed.
Apart from there, expansion plan
includes, Hydrogen peroxide (H2O2)

DCM Shriram 3Yr. Price Chart

770
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570
470
370
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Jan-21

Oct-20

Jul-20

Apr-20

Jan-20

Oct-19

Jul-19

Apr-19

Jan-19

Oct-18

Apr-18

170

Jul-18

270

at a capacity of 52500 TPA, Expansion
of Anhydrous Aluminum Chloride
with a capacity of 32850 TPA and
Multipurpose Product Research &
Development Center. All the projects
are scheduled to be completed in
the next 24 months. DCM Shriram
hopes that these investments will
strengthen their chlorine utilisation
strategy and helps in to enter into
down stream Chemicals, linked to
Chlor-alkali business. The Multipurpose Product Research & Development Center is being set up to
enable forward integration of existing
products and new products i.e. ECH
and H2O2. This will also as set up
base for other value added chemicals going forward. Last year, DCM
Shriram also planned on investing Rs
1,070 crore in its chemicals business.
However, the timelines were pushed
back due to the Covid-19 pandemic.

Caustic soda leads to higher
margins
DCM Shriram’s integrated chemical
complex model consists of production of caustic soda, chlorine, calcium
carbide and PVC resins/compounds.
Caustic soda flakes is a solid form
of sodium hydroxide. Caustic soda
flakes manufactured by DCM Shriram
Ltd. are free from foreign matter,
dirt or other visible impurities. The
product is widely used in the textile,
soaps and detergents, pulp and paper
industries and in alumina refineries. In past few months, Caustic
soda prices surged sharply and is
hovering ~US$ 300/ MT after a very
long time. In domestic market also,
Caustic soda prices surged sharply
and is now trading at ~ Rs. 33/kg.
Stable demand from textiles and
paper industry coupled with supply
shortage support the pricing. With
the major markets in the US, Western
Europe, and Japan being mature and
only growing slowly, China and India
are driving the growth in demand
for caustic soda. DCM Shriram
is planning to invest around $143
million in a brownfield expansion in

Gujarat. The project will be backed by
International Finance Corporation.
The proposed project is a 700 tons
per day (TPD) brownfield expansion
of its chlor-alkali plant at Bharuch
in Gujarat, India along with a 500
TPD flaker plant and a 120 megawatt
captive power plant. The expansion
will also ensure the availability of
caustic soda at competitive prices,
and key raw materials to downstream
industries such as aluminum, paper,
detergents, agro-chemicals, and
pharmaceuticals.

DCM Shriram’s integration level
DCM Shriram’s chloro vinyl business
is fully integrated, with captive
power and forward- integrated PVC
capacities. It has an installed capacity
of around 280,000tpa of chlor alkali
capacity spread across two locations:
Kota and Bharuch. It has a captive
power capacity of 188MW across the
two locations. Chlorine is a by-product of the chlor alkali process. The
Kota facility is forward-integrated,
and utilizes the chlorine manufactured in the chlor alkali process to
produce PVC resins/compounds
through the calcium carbide route.
Besides, the company has a calcium
carbide capacity of 112,000tpa and a
PVC resin and compound capacity of
70,000tpa, along with a 400,000tpa
cement plant that utilizes sludge
from the calcium carbide plant to
manufacture cement. The company
has a captive plant for manufacturing
calcium carbide. Thus, the integrated
business model helps the company
earn higher margins for the chlor

Particulars (in Rs Cr)
Net Sales

competition. The new ethanol
blending and pricing policy has been
a game-changer for the company.
In the coming season, DCM plans to
divert some of the B-heavy molasses, which is currently being used
for producing sugar, into ethanol
production. DCM Shriram is likely to
divert roughly 80,000 tonnes sugar in
the 2020-21 season towards ‘B-heavy’
ethanol to produce 12.7 crore litres of
ethanol. So, the increase in ethanol
production will enable them to
enhance their growth momentum.
DCM Shriram will invest Rs 1,000
crore into its chemicals business
at its facility in Bharuch in Gujarat.
DCM Shriram hopes that these
investments will strengthen their
chlorine utilisation strategy and helps
in to enter into downstream Chemicals, linked to Chlor-alkali business.
In domestic market, Caustic soda
prices surged sharply due demand
from textiles and paper industry
coupled with supply shortage. The
company has also plan brownfield
expansion of its chlor-alkali plant
along with flaker plant and captive
power plant. Going ahead, integrated business model, new ethanol
blending and pricing policy, capex in
chemicals business and Chlor-alkali
business and higher caustic soda
will help the company improve its
performance and margins in the
long run. Hence, we recommend our
investors to BUY the scrip for a target
of Rs. 840 from 12 months investment
perspective. Currently, the scrip is
valued at P/E multiple of 13.1x on
FY22E EPS.

Going ahead,
integrated business
model, new ethanol
blending and pricing
policy, capex in
chemicals business
and Chlor-alkali
business and
higher caustic soda
price will help the
company improve
its performance and
margins in the long
run.
vinyl business compared to the
competition.

Key Risks
Diversified business model poses
a risk
Monsoon dependent businesses of
Agri-inputs
Government regulated Urea and
Sugar industry.

Valuation
DCM Shriram Ltd. is an integrated
business entity, with extensive and
growing presence across the entire
Agri value chain and Chloro-Vinyl
industry. Thus, the integrated
business model helps the company
earn higher margins for the chlor
vinyl business compared to the

FY19

FY20

FY21E

FY22E

7771.1

7767.1

8140.0

8921.4

12.6

-0.1

4.8

9.6

1357.5

1175.0

1212.9

1373.9

17.5

15.1

14.9

15.4

902.6

719.4

716.3

847.5

Net Profit Margin (%)

11.6

9.3

8.8

9.5

EPS (Rs)

58.1

46.0

45.9

54.3

Growth (%)
EBITDA
EBITDA Margin (%)
Net profit

Source: Ashika Research
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Indian Metals & Ferro
Alloys Ltd.
CMP: Rs 440

Rating: BUY

Shareholding Pattern as on 31st March 2021

Target: Rs 570

Company Information
BSE Code

533047

NSE Code

IMFA

Bloomberg Code

IMFA IN

ISIN

INE919H01018

Market Cap (Rs. Cr)

1185

Outstanding shares(Cr)

2.7

52-wk Hi/Lo (Rs.)

560.15 / 123

Avg. daily volume (1yr. on NSE)

43747

Face Value(Rs.)

10

Book Value (Rs)

439.3

Company overview
Indian Metals & Ferro Alloys Ltd
(IMFA) is India’s leading fully
integrated producer of value added
ferro chrome with installed capacity
of 284,000 tonne. The Company
has manufacturing complexes in
Therubali & Choudwar backed up by
captive power generation of 204.55
MW (including 4.55 MWp solar) and
own chrome ore mines in Sukinda
& Mahagiri. Company is recognized
globally as a reliable and cost-competitive producer with a particular
focus on customer satisfaction. Over
the years, company has developed
long standing relationships with

May 2021

Promoters, 58.69%

FIIs, 0.36%

DIIs, 0.46%

Others, 40.49%

multi-nationals like POSCO of South

including 4.55 MWp solar. The Odisha

Korea, Marubeni Corporation and

based company has its Ferro Alloys

Nisshin Steel of Japan and leading

facilities in Choudwar and Theruwali,

stainless steel producers in China

whereas Chrome Ore mines are at

and Taiwan. Within India, Jindal

Sukinda, Magiri and Nusahi. IMFA

Stainless and Shah Alloys are compa-

predominantly (85%) exports its out-

ny’s leading customers.

put. POSCO, (South Korea), Marubeni

Investment Rationale

Largest integrated ferro chrome
manufacturers
IMFA is the largest integrated ferro
chrome producers in India with
190 mva installed furnace capacity
(284,000 tonne per annum of value
added ferro chrome) backed by 0.65
mtpa captive Chrome Ore mine
and 204.55 MW captive power plant

INSIGHT
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Corporation (Japan), Nisshin Steel
(Japan), Jindal Stainless (India) are the
largest customers for IMFA’s Ferro
Chrome. Ferro Chrome is one of the
key raw materials for Stainless Steel.
It is believed that the growth prospects of Stainless Steel, both in India
as well as in the international markets are strong. This will be helpful
for Ferro Chrome industry too. Ferro
Chrome prices being volatile, cost

control plays an important role. With
captive Chrome Ore mine and power,
two key cost heads, IMFA scores over
its competitors. Even at the global
level, IMFA has been competitive
when compared to South African and
Chinese producers. . Its longstanding
focus on driving innovation, quality
and sustainable development in manufacturing processes has enabled it
to emerge as one of the world’s most
efficient ferro chrome producers. The
company is planning further growth
either through greenfield or brownfiled route and is actively considering

impacted the ferro chrome produc-

Ferro chrome prices
in India have firmed
up by nearly 46%
over the last few
months on the back
of reduced raw
material supply and
an anticipation of a
pick-up in demand
from the stainless
steel industry.

bidding for few companies under
NCLT. Strong balance sheet and good
cash flow will support its capex going

34.3 million tonne (mt) in 2019. South
Africa accounts for nearly 60% of the

Firm ferro chrome prices to
boost the earnings

million tonne while India produces

firmed up by nearly 46% over the
last few months on the back of
reduced raw material supply and an
anticipation of a pick-up in demand
from the stainless steel industry.
Prices are currently ruling at around
Rs 95,000 a tonne, as against Rs
60,000-65,000 a tonne in September-December, 2020. Production of
chrome ore, which goes into making
ferro chrome, was impacted due
to Covid-induced lockdown which
consequently pushed up prices of
ferro chrome. Globally, the total
chrome ore production was nearly

global total production at around 20
around 4 million tonne. Production
of chrome ore in South Africa during
the first nine months of 2020 was
down by 32% while the same in
India was down by nearly 50%. The
availability of ferro chrome was hit
in India as there was a significant
change in mining lease as on March
31, 2020, following which erstwhile
lease expired with mines not operating for a few months. Ferro chrome
producers, who do not have their
own source of chrome ore supply,
rely on merchant mines which were
suffering from lower availability
following the lockdown. This has

domestic chrome ore production and
availability was severely impacted.
Subsequently, a slow ramp-up in ore
production led to only partial feeding
of the ferro chrome operations. This
shortage of ore led to an increase in
prices of around 42% in October 2020
auction. However, it is expected that
ferro chrome prices to remain firm
as South Africa is likely to impose
export duty on chrome ore and this is
expected to have a positive impact on
less steel industry gradually ramping
up production in anticipation of a
pick-up in demand, the demand for
ferro chrome is likely to increase. In
such a scenario, lower ferro chrome
ore output is likely to push up prices
in the near term. Further, the miners
with fresh lease of mines will have to
pay a high premium for extraction of
ore for majority of the production in
India. This is likely to push up cost
of extraction and keep ferro chrome
prices firm. Thus, the firm ferro
chrome prices will boost the earnings
for IMFA in coming quarters.

Consolidation in Indian ferro
chrome industry to benefit IMFA
For last few years, Indian ferro
chrome industry has been going
through consolidation phase as the
large manufacturers like Rohit Ferro
Alloys and FACOR Alloys have gone

IMFA 3 year Price Chart

to NCLT for restructuring. Thus
following the restructuring of two

550

large ferro chrome players, IMFA
has a chance to boost ferrochrome

450

capacity by at least 40% and thus

350

capture global growth opportunities.
IMFA’s strategy of steady backward

250

integration over aggressive capacity addition helps it maintain its

150

profitability growth. The company

Apr-18
Jun-18
Aug-18
Oct-18
Dec-18
Feb-19
Apr-19
Jun-19
Aug-19
Oct-19
Dec-19
Feb-20
Apr-20
Jun-20
Aug-20
Oct-20
Dec-20
Feb-21
Apr-21

50

been challenging for the industry as

ferro chrome prices. With the stain-

ahead.

Ferro chrome prices in India have

tion in India. The last six months have
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is considering both brownfield and
Greenfield expansion for its future
growth strategy.
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Reported robust Q3FY21 numbers on the back higher chrome
prices
IMFA reported strong set of Q3FY21
numbers on the back of higher
realization growth. During the
quarter, company reported sales
volume growth of 1% YoY at 61,116
tonne, while production grew by
5% YoY at 67,206 tonne. Realization
per tonne increased by 6% YoY at Rs
69,615 which led the revenue growth
of 7% YoY at Rs 425 crore. Higher
realization and lower operating cost

chrome producer in India. Due to its
low cost of production and higher

IMFA reported
strong set of Q3FY21
numbers on the back
of higher realization
growth. Higher
realization and lower
operating cost boost
the EBITDA per
tonne by 61% YoY at
Rs 11,260.

quality, company has long standing
relationships with the global largest
steel producers including POSCO,
(South Korea), Marubeni Corporation
(Japan), Nisshin Steel (Japan), Jindal
Stainless (India), etc. Demand for
ferro chrome continued to improve
in line with increase in economic
activity globally, while prices picked
up substantially in January 2021 on
the back of production constraints
in Inner Mongolia and likely imposition of export duty on chrome

boost the EBITDA per tonne by 61%
YoY at Rs 11,260. During the quarter
EBITDA margin improved by 600
bps YoY at 16%. On absolute terms,
EBITDA increased by 62% YoY at Rs
69 crore. Higher operating profit led
the net profit growth by around 6x
at Rs 32 crore. Company has been
efficiently utilizing the incremental
cash flows to repaying its debt. Since
March 2020, company has reduced its
debt by 305 crore and as of December
2020, the outstanding long term debt
stood at Rs 407 crore. Ferro chrome
price is expected to remain firm in
coming quarters also thus the growth
momentum will continue in coming
quarters also.

ore by South Africa. The higher

Key risks

ferro chrome price will translate

Persistence weakness in domestic

into better financial performance

economy in wake of 2nd wave of

in the forthcoming quarters as the

COVID-19 could negatively impact

company captures the price rise

company’s business.

through its monthly contracts and,

Any correction in ferro chrome

subsequently, benchmark price

prices could hit the realization as well

adjustment. Further, management is

as the margins of the company.

focused on paring down debt through
incremental cash flows and also

Valuation

building up reserves for its expansion

IMFA is India’s leading fully integrated producer of value added ferro
chrome with captive mines and
facturing facilities help the company
to become one of the low cost ferro

FY19

Revenue

IMFA and recommend our investors
to BUY the scrip with target of Rs 570.

power plants. The integrated manu-

Particulars (in Rs Cr)

plans. Thus, we have positive view on

The scrip is currently valued at EV/
EBITDA multiple of 3.7x on FY22E
EBITDA.

FY20

FY21E

FY22E

1,634.0

1,612.0

1,803.6

1,938.0

Growth (%)

-7.5%

-1.3%

11.9%

7.5%

EBITDA

250.0

89.0

373.3

484.5

EBITDA Margin (%)

15.3%

5.5%

20.7%

9.0%

(1.0)

(66.0)

222.3

341.5

-0.1%

-4.1%

12.3%

4.0%

(0.4)

(24.6)

82.5

126.7

Net profit
Net Profit Margin (%)
EPS (Rs)
Source: Ashika Research
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Monthly Insight
Performance

Since Jan-2019... Return @CAGR 20.4%
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Monthly Profit & Loss Fact Sheet (Rs.)
Date

Invested Capital

Booked Profit

M2M

Net Profit

31-Jan-19

1496513

0

(15549)

(15549)

28-Feb-19

2500555

0

(12120)

(12120)

31-Mar-19

3499100

0

87058

87058

30-Apr-19

4423753

77386

(8924)

68462

31-May-19

4843373

149734

(192232)

(42498)

30-Jun-19

5780649

212997

(312556)

(99559)

31-Jul-19

7280745

212997

(523193)

(310197)

31-Aug-19

6252245

237315

(318110)

(80795)

30-Sep-19

5638553

351653

(183965)

167688

31-Oct-19

3805452

689902

(279263)

410639

30-Nov-19

5300467

689902

(286815)

403087

31-Dec-19

6799062

689902

(159580)

530321

31-Jan-20

6506557

981148

(270658)

710490

29-Feb-20

5711903

1272382

(733289)

539092

31-Mar-20

7207537

1272382

(2755943)

(1483561)

30-Apr-20

7623497

356948

(1030982)

(674034)

31-May-20

6149806

833936

(1351330)

(517394)

30-Jun-20

7651620

833936

(956088)

(122152)

31-Jul-20

9152079

833936

(463266)

370670

31-Aug-20

8360481

1124891

(241678)

883213

30-Sep-20

7410397

1581629

(634208)

947421

31-Oct-20

6589893

1902621

(554750)

1347871

30-Nov-20

4415962

2580822

(272418)

2308404

31-Dec-20

4744368

2757455

(224457)

2532998

31-Jan-21

4512183

2992911

(360195)

2632716

28-Feb-21

4855257

3147357

(126852)

3020505

31-Mar-21

5103512

3388344

(151565)

3236779

27-Apr-21

4882783

3622526

(75392)

3547134

*Booked Profit = Profit booked after target achieved
**M2M = Open position marked to market as on date
***Net profit = Booked Profit + M2M P/L
****Invested Capital = Stock investment as recommended (minus) Stock sold on target
*****Calculation based on Rs. 5 lac invested on each stock recommended in our monthly insight on release date
******All Figures quoted in Rs.
****** Calculated as on April 27, 2021
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Monthly Insight
Recommendation
Performance Sheet
Script

Buying
Date

QTY

Bought
Rate

Value

Target Target
Price Return

Booked
Date

Booked
Price

Value

27-Apr-21

3900.0

573300

Profit

Return

Holding
Days

Annualised
Return

14.5%

57

93%

ICICI Bank

03-May-21

833

600

499800

720

20.0%

DCM Shriram

03-May-21

711

703

499833

840

19.5%

Indian Metals & Ferro Alloys

03-May-21

1136

440

499840

570

29.5%

Vardhman Textiles

01-Apr-21

385

1300.0

500500

1550

19.2%

Kirloskar Oil Engines

01-Apr-21

3067

163.0

499921

208

27.6%

Amrutanjan Health Care

01-Apr-21

888

563.0

499944

670

19.0%

Divis Lab

01-Mar-21

147

3406.8

500807

3900

14.5%

Supreme Industries

01-Mar-21

240

2067.9

496299

2350

13.6%

Somany Home Innov.

01-Mar-21

1700

290.4

493763

370

27.4%

Infosys

02-Feb-21

390

1276.3

497754

1457

14.2%

12-Apr-21

1474

574860

77106

15.5%

69

82%

Kajaria Ceramics

02-Feb-21

595

839.2

499295

980

16.8%

16-Feb-21

972

578102

78807

15.8%

14

412%

Borosil Renewables

02-Feb-21

1810

276.4

500329

340

23.0%

BPCL

01-Jan-21

1312

382.7

502046

480

25.4% 02-Mar-21

Welspun India

01-Jan-21

7353

69.1

508230

84

21.5%

Kaveri Seed

01-Jan-21

962

524.9

504955

650

23.8%

Bosch

01-Dec-20

39

12842.1

500840

15200

18.4%

Sumitomo Chemical

01-Dec-20

1750

286.4

501133

340

18.7%

Prestige Estate

01-Dec-20

1850

270.6

500563

312

15.3%

72493

469

615577

113531

22.6%

60

138%

12-Mar-21

84

617652

109422

21.5%

70

112%

19-Jan-21

15174

591781

90941

18.2%

49

135%

18-Feb-21

311

576201

75638

15.1%

79

70%

MRF

02-Nov-20

7

66042

462295

76588

16.0% 19-Nov-20

76456

535194

72899

15.8%

17

339%

Dixon

02-Nov-20

52

9586

498474

11268

17.5% 26-Nov-20

11249

584928

86455

17.3%

24

264%

Privi Speciality Chem.

02-Nov-20

910

549

499328

640

16.6%

21-Jan-21

639

581399

82071

16.4%

80

75%

Ultratech Cement

01-Oct-20

122

4095

499594

4543

10.9%

19-Oct-20

4535

553293

53699

10.7%

18

218%

Essel Propack

01-Oct-20

2025

248

501522

290

17.1%

11-Jan-21

290

586238

84715

16.9%

102

60%

Valiant Organics

01-Oct-20

168

2970

498946

3350

3344

561832

62886

12.6%

8

575%

5671

584118

84379

16.9%

119

52%

148

630563

129527

25.9%

54

175%

Mishra Dhatu Nigam

01-Sep-20

2400

209

502246

260

Hawkins Cooker

01-Sep-20

103

4852

499740

5890

Phillips Carbon Black

01-Sep-20

4275

117

501035

151

12.8% 09-Oct-20
24.2%
21.4% 29-Dec-20
28.8%

25-Oct-20

Wipro

03-Aug-20

1770

282

499999

325

15.1% 05-Oct-20

325

574878

74880

15.0%

63

87%

Divis Lab

03-Aug-20

190

2644

502371

3050

15.4% 10-Aug-20

3058

581026

78654

15.7%

7

816%

Fine Organics

03-Aug-20

230

2177

500822

2470

13.4% 24-Aug-20

2466

567123

66300

13.2%

21

230%

ICICI Securities

01-Jul-20

1050

476

499818

620

30.2%

Apollo Tyres

01-Jul-20

4600

109

501341

130

19.3% 10-Aug-20

127

582498

81157

16.2%

40

148%

Galaxy Surfactants

01-Jul-20

335

1490

499300

1680

12.7% 04-Aug-20

1684

564130

64829

13.0%

34

139%

19500

774

715691

215238

43.0%

120

131%

Nestle India

01-Jun-20

28

17571

491987

Tech Mahindra

01-Jun-20

925

541

500453

Abbott India

01-Jun-20

30

16979

509375

11.0%

ADD
19464

29-Sep-20
14.6%
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Script

Buying
Date

QTY

Bought
Rate

Value

Target Target
Price Return

Bharti Airtel

04-May-20

985

508

500232

610

Pfizer

04-May-20

102

4934

503304

5800
5425

Booked
Date

20.1% 20-May-20

Booked
Price

Value

Profit

Return

Holding
Days

Annualised
Return

606

597058

96826

19.4%

16

442%

26.5% 27-May-20

5281

612584

115251

23.2%

23

368%

29-May-20

3384

622704

122384

24.5%

58

154%

17.5%

Bayer Cropscience

04-May-20

116

4287

497334

ITC

01-Apr-20

2950

170.29

502363

ADD

Britannia Industries

01-Apr-20

184

2719

500320

ADD

TCS

01-Apr-20

274

1827

500508

ADD

14-Sep-20

2480

679520

179012

35.8%

166

79%

HDFC Bank

01-Apr-20

586

852

499290

ADD

10-Nov-20

1361.3

797739

298450

59.8%

223

98%

Britannia Industries

02-Mar-20

164

3048

499888

3400

11.5% 29-May-20

3384

555019

55130

11.0%

88

46%

Aarti Industries

02-Mar-20

505

990

499799

1177

18.9% 05-May-20

1139

575018

75220

15.1%

64

86%

Metropolis Healthcare

02-Mar-20

263

1885.73

495946

2200

16.7% 23-Nov-20

2186.9

575165

79219

16.0%

266

22%

Bajaj Finance

03-Feb-20

115 4305.89

495178

5000

16.1% 01-Dec-20

4893.6

562761

67583

13.6%

302

16%

Gujarat State Petronet

03-Feb-20

2040

246

501493

300

22.0% 01-Apr-20

169

344168

-157325

-31.4%

58

-197%

Granules India

03-Feb-20

3600

140

502632

170

21.8% 07-Feb-20

164

591156

88524

17.6%

4

1607%

Concor

01-Jan-20

870

574.99

500239

665

15.7%

Mahanagar Gas

01-Jan-20

470

1066

501095

1164

9.2%

23-Jan-20

1162

546140

45045

9.0%

22

149%

SIS

01-Jan-20

1020

490

500147

568

15.8% 07-Feb-20

559

570119

69972

14.0%

37

138%

HDFC Life

02-Dec-19

875

571

499608

680

19.1%

17-Nov-20

670.6

586740

87133

17.4%

351

18%

Dr. Reddy’s Lab

02-Dec-19

171

2923

499818

3503

19.8% 07-Apr-20

3554

607713

107896

21.6%

127

62%

Just Dial

02-Dec-19

875

570

499170

750

31.5% 01-Apr-20

288

251615

-247555

-49.6%

121

-150%

IRCTC

01-Nov-19

561

893

500709

1170

31.1%

1158

649638

148929

29.7%

90

121%

12.6% 07-Feb-20

PI Industries

01-Nov-19

350

1432

501323

1613

Procter & Gamble Hygiene

01-Nov-19

40

12325

492982

14078

HDFC Bank

01-Oct-19

405

1235

500212

30-Jan-20

1612

564109

62787

12.5%

98

47%

22-Apr-21

14050

562000

69018

14.0%

538

9%

1395

12.9% 10-Nov-20

1361.3

551339

51127

10.2%

406

9%

11.9% 01-Apr-20

14.2%

Indian Hotels

01-Oct-19

3130

160

500595

179

74

230525

-270071

-53.9%

183

-108%

Siemens

01-Oct-19

330

1549

511213

1680

8.4%

23-Oct-19

1689

557420

46207

9.0%

22

150%

Gujarat Gas

01-Sep-19

2800

179

501501

200

11.7%

30-Oct-19

200

559048

57547

11.5%

59

71%

Hindustan Unilever

01-Sep-19

265

1888

500371

1975

4.6% 20-Sep-19

1957

518507

18136

3.6%

19

70%

Divi’s Lab

01-Aug-19

305

1636

498882

1750

7.0%

22-Oct-19

1757

535885

37003

7.4%

82

33%

ICICI Bank

01-Aug-19

1175

426

500234

473

11.1%

25-Oct-19

468

550206

49972

10.0%

85

43%

City Union Bank

01-Jul-19

2410

208

500935

254

22.2%

16-Jan-20

248

597005

96070

19.2%

199

35%

Reliance Nippon Life

01-Jul-19

2250

222

499773

265

19.3%

27-Aug-19

258

579510

79737

16.0%

57

102%

Sanofi India

01-Jul-19

87

5740

499387

6775

18.0%

29-Oct-19

6678

581029

81641

16.3%

120

50%

Asian Paints

01-Jun-19

346

1445

499797

1560

8.0% 02-Aug-19

1549

535985

36188

7.2%

62

43%

Axis Bank

01-Jun-19

614

812

498614

905

11.4%

Honeywell Automation

01-Jun-19

19

26087

495655

30195

15.7%

29105

552999

57344

11.6%

146

29%

25-Oct-19

MCX

01-May-19

575

868

499354

1005

15.7% 30-Aug-19

971

558147

58793

11.8%

121

36%

TCS

01-May-19

220

2259

496953

2490

10.2% 14-Sep-20

2480

545600

48647

9.8%

502

7%

Crompton Greaves Cons.

01-Apr-19

2138

234

501153

256

9.2% 20-Sep-19

251

536681

35528

7.1%

172

15%

500875

191

38.7% 01-Apr-20

42

152499

-348375

-69.6%

366

-69%

17525

350506

-153867

-30.5%

135

-82%

Equitas Holdings

01-Apr-19

3637

138

Page Industries

01-Apr-19

20

25219

ITC

01-Mar-19

1800

278

500089

504373 29080
319

15.3%

14-Aug-19

14.8%

Tech Mahindra

01-Mar-19

605

824

498456

960

16.5% 29-Sep-20

774

468101

-30356

-6.1%

578

-4%

HDFC Bank

01-Feb-19

240

2101

504338

1204

-42.7% 20-May-19

2403

576686

72348

14.3%

108

48%

Pfizer

01-Feb-19

163

3066

499703

3490

13.8% 20-Sep-19

3389

552433

52730

10.6%

231

17%

Abbott India

01-Jan-19

65

7593

493527

8580

13.0%

11-Jun-19

8566

556790

63263

12.8%

161

29%

Indraprastha Gas

01-Jan-19

1850

273

504362

315

15.5% 08-Apr-19

314

581748

77386

15.3%

97

58%

United Spirits

01-Jan-19

800

623

498624

735

17.9%

711

568576

69952

14.0%

409

13%
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14-Feb-20

SECTOR OUTLOOK

PHARMA:

API THE IMPORT SUBSTITUTION

T

intermediaries and APIs including high-burden disease
he Indian pharmaceutical Industry has witcategories such as cardiovascular diseases, diabetes and
nessed high growth trajectory over the past
tuberculosis. Further, the current market is largely defew decades primarily led by huge demand for
pendent on China for antibiotic APIs manufactured by the
generic drugs globally. Indian pharmaceutifermentation route such as Penicillin, Cephalosporins and
cal industry has contributed significantly to the global
Macrolides. India’s high dependency
generics market fulfilling 20% of the
of intermediates and APIs on a single
global demand in generics in terms
supplier poses a threat to this securiof volume, making India the largest
Government
has
ty. The current outbreak of Coronaviprovider of generic medicines globrus has disrupted the supply of KSMs,
ally. India is also ranked third in the
been striving to
intermediates and APIs, which has
World in terms of bulk drug producaddress the issues
started resulting in supply shortages
tion and Indian bulk drug industry
and
has
already
taken
and higher cost of import in India.
has grown at a CAGR of around 8.6%
constructive steps to
Government has been striving to
over 2016–20. It is further expected
address the issues and has already
to expand and grow at a CAGR of
improve the business
taken constructive steps to improve
around 8.6% during 2020-24, signifyecosystem
over
the
the business ecosystem over the past
ing its future potential and evolving
past few years. It has
few years. It has also taken various
global importance. However, over
positive steps for the pharmaceutical
the last decade, India has observed
also taken various
industry including increasing the
increased dependency on imports of
positive
steps
for
limit on foreign direct investment
many Key Starting Materials (KSM),
the pharmaceutical
(FDI), formulating a new intellectual
intermediates and Active Pharproperty rights (IPR) policy to foster
maceutical Ingredients (APIs). The
industry including
innovation. In March 2020, in order
import of APIs has risen at a CAGR of
increasing the limit
to boost the domestic API manufac8.3% from 2012 to 2019 and the bulk
on foreign direct
turing, government unveiled schemes
drug import reached a value of Rs
for bulk drug industry to promote
249 billion in 2019. The increasing
investment (FDI),
cluster development and incentivimport dependency can be attributed
formulating a new
ize local production of critical APIs.
primarily to the availability of low
intellectual property
These steps will help the domestic
cost API imports from other counrights (IPR) policy to
API industry in increasing the cost
tries. India imports nearly 68% of API
competitiveness with other countries
by value from China. China is a single
foster innovation.
and gain the market share globally.
supplier for many of the critical
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China the global leader in API
manufacturing

Cost comparison between India and China

China has emerged as the global leader in production and
export of APIs by volume, accounting for 20% of global
API production. The leadership position in API is supported by low cost of utilities, access to labor and greater
government support. China enjoys cost advantage of
around 20-30% over India depending upon specific APIs
under production. China also holds a significant share of
APIs and intermediates such as penicillins, vitamins, antipyretic, analgesics, prils, statins and sartans in the world.
The Chinese API market has now diversified to over 2,000
API molecules and more than 7,000 API manufacturers (the number of manufacturers has increased by five
times in last five years) with annual production capacity
exceeding two million tonnes while the India industry has
around 1,500 plants that manufacture APIs. China’s dominant position in the market is a result of infrastructure
investment, large-scale manufacturing capacities, cost
efficiency, technical capabilities and supportive government policies. India hugely depend on China for pharmaceutical API import. Over 63% of India’s pharmaceutical
imports are API and intermediates, and almost 70% of it
comes from China. Most Chinese API plants have 10x the
capacities of Indian API manufacturers. In addition, the
Chinese companies have higher capacity utilization rates
when compared with their global competitors as they
meet domestic requirements along with export markets.
China has created an ecosystem to provide easy capital
access to companies with low interest rates. Domestic
borrowing cost for long term loans in China was much
lower than India. Chinese Government provides 15-17%
draw back duty on exports, which helped Chinese API
manufacturers cover up losses in the early days before
economies of sale commenced. Government also provides
~13% tax incentives for the export of APIs in SEZs. China
had 2,530 SEZs in 2018 compared to India’s 231 SEZs. For
India, dependence on a single country for such crucial
thing is not prudent for country’s national interest, hence
there is a need to diversify its sourcing and develop
domestic capacity. Thus, government has announced
number of proactive measures to boost the domestic
API manufacturing and also to make India one of the top
exporters of pharma API.
API Market size China vs India (Rs in billion)
1400
1200
1000
800
600
400
200
0

2016

2017

2018

China (Rs billion)

2019

2020E

2024P

India (Rs billion)

Source: Industry report
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Source: Industry report;

Indian API fragmented in nature

The Indian API market has shown a steady growth of 8.6%
since FY16 and is expected to further grow on the back
of increased focus on newer geographies and government strong support. Indian bulk drug industry is highly
fragmented with around 1,500 plants that manufacture
APIs. In FY18, top 14-16 players (including large formulation companies) comprised just 16-17% of the total market
share. Most large and mid-sized players export to large
and lucrative regulated markets in addition to serving the
semi-regulated and domestic market. Other mid to and
small players mostly export to semi-regulated markets
and operate in the price competitive domestic markets.
Though India is one of the top formulation drug exporters
in the World, its pharmaceutical industry relies heavily on
imports of bulk drugs. As the industry matured and grew,
Indian players graduated to the highly lucrative formulation part of the value chain compared to API. Currently,
bulk drug market accounts for around one-fourth of
the total Indian pharmaceutical market and the rest is
dominated by formulations. API imports from China have
been on a steady rise over the years (from 62% in FY12 to
68% in FY19) due to the low-cost advantage enjoyed by
Chinese manufacturers. In FY19, India imported Rs 169
billion worth of APIs from China while exporting merely
Rs 16 billion worth of APIs to China. With high import
dependency on a single nation, the domestic pharmaceutical industry is at high risk of supply disruptions
and unexpected price movements. Any variations in the
market dynamics could possibly lead to supply shortage
of essential drugs and hamper India’s drug security. High
import dependent have led to a gradual erosion of India’s
manufacturing capacity of many bulk drugs. In the past,
India had the capacity and capability to manufacture
many APIs locally, however, most were discontinued
due to availability of low cost imports. However, many
domestic pharmaceutical companies have started backward integration by foraying into manufacturing of APIs.
However, the dependency on imports can be reduced only
if India is able to manufacture the APIs / intermediates
in a cost efficient and sustainable manner. Government’s
intervention and support is critical to make this happen.

Indian pharmaceutical market
around Rs 3,746 bn
Formulations
Rs 2,802 bn

Domestic
Rs 1,578 bn

Bulk Drugs (APIs and
intermediates) Rs 963 bn
Domestic
consumption
Rs 660 bn

Exports
Rs 1,204 bn

Exports
Rs 303 bn

Regulated
Rs 683 bn

Regulated
Rs 683 bn

Semiregulated
Rs 521 bn

Semiregulated
Rs 521 bn

Source: Industry report;

India’s API import by country
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India’s API import dependency
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several measures to boost API manufacturing in India.
In FY20, India’s exports and imports of APIs were valued at USD 3.9 billion and USD 3.4 billion, respectively.
China accounted for 68% of India’s API imports and ~25%
of India’s domestic API market (excluding exports). For
several APIs in segments such as antibiotics and vitamins,
India is almost completely reliant on Chinese imports.
The high dependence on China has led to the initiation
of several measures by the Indian government to boost
API manufacturing in India with the objective of lowering
the dependence on China. The government announced
the production linked incentives for 53 APIs with total
outlay of Rs 6900 crore over 6 years and setting up of 3
bulk drug parks with total outlay of Rs 3000 crore. Around
53 active pharmaceutical ingredients (APIs) covering 41
products have been identified by the government, for
which companies will be eligible for financial incentives,
provided they set up indigenous greenfield manufacturing. According to the government, bulk drugs accounted
for 63% of total pharmaceutical imports in the country in
2018-19. The Indian pharmaceutical industry is the third
largest in the world by volume and 14th largest in terms of
value. India contributes 3.5% of total drugs and medicines
exported globally. Despite these achievements, India is
significantly dependent on import of some basic raw materials, viz., bulk drugs used to produce finished dosage
formulations. India imports bulk drugs largely for economic reasons. Chinese bulk drugs are cheaper by 25-30%
on average, compared to domestic products. However, the
recent Covid-19 pandemic and escalation at the border
have exposed India’s vulnerability in this area. One will
have to invest Rs 20 crore to set up a new facility this may
be on the premises of an existing manufacturing plant
and make the selected bulk drugs to avail of the scheme.
The demand for r drugs (both formulations and APIs) has
increased across the world post Covid. The increase in
demand is not just for Covid-related drugs, but across
therapies such as cardiac and neuropsychiatry. Thus, the
need of the hour is to boost the domestic API manufacturing facilities by incentivizing the manufacturers.
India’s Pharma API trade deficit (USD billion)
4.4
3.5

4.2

3.6
3

FY12

FY13

FY14

FY15

Imports (Rs billion)

FY16

FY17

FY18

FY19

FY20

3.6
3.6
3.6
3.4
3.3
3.2
3.3
3.2

2.6

2.7

3.9

3.5

3.6

3

3.9
3.4

2.2

% Import from China (RHS)

Source: Industry report

Government initiatives to boost API manufacturing in India
In intend to reduce the dependency on China for import
of pharma ingredients, government of India has taken

FY10 FY11 FY12 FY13 FY14 FY15 FY16 FY17 FY18 FY19 FY20
India's API exports (USD billion)

India's API imports (USD billion)

Source: Industry report
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Fermentation based products get a higher incentive
(Production linked incentive scheme)

China’s API export by destination country
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Source: Industry report

In India CRAMS companies are well
placed to gain market share
Pharma outsourcing continues to evolve from a largely
India, 17%
Europe, 28%

US, 12%
Canada, 1%

Japan, 6%

South East Asia, 10%

Rest of the World, 26%

Localization big catalyst for domestic API
manufacturers
Indian API market is estimated at Rs 670 billion in FY20,
growing at healthy pace over the past 3 years. After
backing out DGCIS sourced API imports, the residual
API that is manufactured domestically is at Rs 428 billion
(US$5.7bn) or about two-thirds the revenue share. China
manufactured API is at around 25%, while ROW is the
remainder 12%. According to Trade promotion council of
India, even for locally manufactured API, up to 85% of the
key starting material is from China. Thus, it is believed
that government push to localize API manufacturing will
boost the topline of domestic API manufacturers. Indian
formulators have been actively looking at alternate suppliers from China and increasingly looking for localizing
its raw material requirements. The incentives for Fermentation based drugs is significantly more remunerative
(20% of incremental sales generated) vs chemical synthesis at 10%. Thus, the government support, import substitutions and global pharma looking for alternative destination for API will augur well for Indian API manufacturers.
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of enhancing R&D productivity and reducing the time
to market. For big pharma companies, CRAMS offer an

Source: Industry Report
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opportunity to manage costs, have flexible operations
and realize efficiencies in R&D and related functions. The
increasing need for R&D efficiency and manufacturing
cost controls is creating a significant need for high-quality
outsourcing companies. Some of the key reasons cited
by pharma companies for outsourcing include focus on
core competencies, companies being virtual, flexibility,
life cycle management and temporary lack of capacity.
In addition, big pharma companies have been looking to
realign their business models to the changing landscape,
which has accelerated the push towards outsourcing.
Outsourcing is now slowly becoming a strategic function in most big pharma companies as these companies increasingly leverage CROs and CDMOs. Despite
the highly fragmented nature of the USD 150 billion+
global pharma CRO/CDMO industry, the industry has
high entry barriers, remains highly regulated, has high
switching costs, requires significant technical expertise.
Indian CRAMS companies command less than 4% share
of the global market, significantly lower than the 16%+
for Chinese CRAMS companies. As innovator companies

look to diversify their supply chains post the pandemic,

There is a huge opportunity for domestic API manufactur-

Indian companies with inherent strengths like availability

ers as the global companies especially those based in the

of skilled resources, cheap labor, lower IP-security risk vs

US and Europe, are actively looking to de-risk their supply

China, improving infrastructure and a favorable exchange

chain from China and they have three options like to pro-

rate have the opportunity to garner a greater share of the

duce APIs in house, outsource manufacturing to other US

global CRAMS market.

or Europe-based companies and choose a supplier from
a developing country ex-China. Indian companies have
an edge, given their long history of supplying APIs and

Global CRO market is growing at 10% annually (USD billion)

4.2
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5.1

4.6

11.9

11.1

5.6
12.8

formulations globally, better quality and regulatory com-

6.2

pliance and better supply reliability. Further government’s

13.9

support by announcing PLI and bulk drug parks will provide level playing field to Indian API manufacturers and
lower the cost differential between India and China. The

30.2
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cost difference between India and China will come to zero

45.6

for the 53 APIs which included in the PLI scheme as well
as for any player who set up a plant in bulk drug parks.

Clinical

Discovery

2021E

Thus, the domestic API manufacturers will have great time
ahead supported by government, global pharma compa-

Pre-Clinical

nies looking for alternative of China and firm API prices.

Source: Industry report

Peer Set
Company Name

Mcap
(Rs crs)

Revenue EBITDA
(Rs crs)

(Rs crs)

PAT

EBITDA

PAT

ROE

(Rs crs)

Margin

Margin

(%)

(%)

(%)

1 Yr

1 Yr

1 Yr

Forward Forward P/ Forward EV/
P/E (x)

BVPS (x)

EBITDA (x)

Divis laboratories

100,462.6

5,291.2

1,822.2

1,376.5

34.4%

26.0%

19.3

42.0

9.5

29.2

IPCA Laboratories

26,688.4

4,588.4

906.7

606.3

19.8%

13.2%

18.0

23.1

4.6

16.5

Larus lab

24,992.3

2,758.6

564.5

255.3

20.5%

9.3%

15.3

23.2

6.8

14.9

Aarti Durgs ltd.

6,669.4

1,806.1

261.8

141.4

14.5%

7.8%

23.6

17.9

4.8

12.3

Solara Activa

5,421.8

1,321.8

259.4

114.6

19.6%

8.7%

11.2

20.1

2.8

12.2

Pharmaceuticals

3,549.6

1,894.5

573.9

361.3

30.3%

19.1%

56.1

N/A

N/A

N/A

Neuland Laboratories

3,141.5

762.7

101.9

16.2

13.4%

2.1%

2.3

32.3

3.7

18.2

HIKAL

2,689.8

1,462.1

273.2

84.4

18.7%

5.8%

10.7

20.1

2.6

9.2

SMS Pharmaceuticals

1,279.9

411.9

78.1

31.6

19.0%

7.7%

9.4

N/A

N/A

N/A

IOL Chemicals and

Source: ACE Equity & Bloomberg
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MANAGEMENT COMMENTARY

Management Commentary
Tata Consultancy Services
Ltd. (Dated: April 12, 2021)

Management remains confident
of double-digit growth in FY22E, it
highlighted that the strategic focus
in FY22E would be more on growth
and transformation projects, which
the management believes would help
it in accessing new markets, clients
and opportunities. For this purpose,
TCS is going through front-to-back
transformation and plans to engage
with clients more on upstream
opportunities.
TCS also highlighted that it would
look at aspects like the Go-to-Market
strategy, experimenting with various
engagement models and bringing
together of multiple practices in
order to build on the early gains in
the transformation agenda.
TCS reported it’s highest ever
deal quarterly TCV of USD 9.2bn
(including the Post Bank deal) – BFSI
accounted for USD 3.9bn of TCV,
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while Retail accounted for USD
1.4bn of TCV. The book-to-bill ratio
during the quarter remained at 1.54x
in Q4FY21 versus 1.19x in Q3FY21.
TCS signed deals worth $4.2 billion
in North America, $3.9 billion in the
BFSI vertical and $1.4 billion in the

TCS Management
remains confident
of double-digit
growth in FY22E,
it highlighted that
the strategic focus
would be more
on growth and
transformation
projects to accessing
new markets, clients
and opportunities.
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retail vertical. TCS highlighted that
while small deals constituted the
major portion of deal wins a couple of
quarters back, the current quarter’s
deal wins had a good mix of small and
mega deals.
Margin expanded despite an
increase in subcontracting expenses,
which was more on the tactical side.
The management remains confident
of managing supply constraints in
the longer term, given its ability to
train employees in Digital skills. It
alluded that supply-side constraints
in the short term may lead to higher
subcontracting expenses.
The Cloud will be the unifying tech
fabric going forward. The growth and
transformation opportunity is still
very large and will only strengthen
ahead. The industry is now entering a
large growth opportunity.
The company continued to witness
strong traction in its product and
platform portfolio. Ignio, a cognitive

automation solution platform,
acquired 15 (versus 8 in Q3FY21) new
logos during the quarter and 7 (versus
7 in Q3FY21) customers’ ‘go-lives’ on
the product. The company added 500
customers in this platform, taking
total number of customers to 200+
for Ignio.
TCS is heavily investing in enhancing its product portfolio. Ignio (won
15 new logos), TCS BANCS (won 5 new
clients), Cognix, Quartz, Mastercraft
(8 new wins), Agile (7 new wins)
continue to win deals for TCS. They
also won a marquee client win of
State Street to help enhance their
Retiree Services offering by using
TCS BANCS.
On the personnel front, the
company had a net addition of 19
388 employees during the quarter,
which is an all-time high. The total
headcount stood at 4 88 649 with a
net addition of 40 185 in the course of
the year.
In terms of salary hikes, the
management stated that it would be
on the same level as previous hikes.
The management’s focus would
be to enable people to work from
anywhere.
TCS has entered into an agreement
with State Street to help enhance
its retiree services offering with a
provision of a new benefit payment
technology platform.
TCS will continue to walk on the
enterprise wide transformation
journey it had started in FY19. Their
strategy is to focus on innovation to
deliver contextualized new age solutions to clients and to lead in client’s
growth and transformation projects.
They have developed 250 innovation
champions embedded across every
account to provide differentiated
solutions to their clients. Growth &
transformation led demand will open
up new segments of opportunity for
TCS.

HDFC Bank Ltd. (Dated:
April 17, 2021)

NIM was negatively impacted by
~10 bps due to excess liquidity

The bank has adjusted for refund of
interest on interest to the tune of Rs
500 crore during the quarter
Cost-to-income ratio was up from
36.1% to 37.2% QoQ and is likely to rise
to 38-39% due to increased spends
with higher business activity
Outstanding contingent provision
has declined from Rs 8656 crore in
Q3FY21 to Rs 5861 crore in Q4FY21 as
the bank utilised provision parked in
lieu of proforma NPA
Retail assets growth has picked up
as disbursements for the same grew
by 21% YoY and 6% QoQ in 4QFY21.
Wholesale book is doing well
reaching at pre covid level.
Liquidity Coverage ratio of the
bank stood at 138% in 4QFY21
MSME segment is expected to
remain in focus for HDFC Bank and
overall banking sector as it offers
income to the extent of 2x relative
to wholesale lending amid the risk
involved
MSME book was at ~18% of
advances in December 2020
Retail assets disbursement have
picked up as they were up 21% YoY
and 6% QoQ. Disbursements in auto,
2-W loans at pre-Covid levels
Earnings for SME are 2.2x of the
same amount for corporate segment,
and hence the SME lending is better
yielding
GNPA excluding agri segment was
at 1.2%
Restructuring under RBI resolution
for Covid-19 is at ~60 bps

Management
believes that FY22
would be supported
by the government
Capex and the
Private Capex would
pick up from there
on… HDFC Bank
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Recoveries were at ~25 bps vs. ~24
bps QoQ
Write-off for the quarter was at Rs
3500 crore
Fresh slippages for Q4FY21 were
at Rs 4600 crore i.e. slippage ratio at
1.66% vs. 1.86% (proforma) QoQ
The bank is in the process of
finalising various stress tests in the
wake of a second Covid-19 wave
Average rating for corporate
portfolio is at 4.2 in the internal scale
(wherein 1 is the best and 10 is the
worst). If rated externally, 62% of
incremental is rated AA and above
Over Dec’20–Mar’21, there has been
considerable improvement in cash
flows for the SME book. This has led
to reduction of 30+ dpd book, majorly
through repayment. SME delinquency
trends are back to pre-covid levels.
7+dpd is 10-15bps higher than precovid levels while 60+ dpd is <5bps
higher than pre-covid levels.
Management believes that FY22
would be supported by the government Capex and the Private Capex
would pick up from there on.
The sale of assets stood at Rs 1000
Cr in 4QFY21 and the trend is likely to
continue going ahead
While not committing on likely
resolution time frame, the bank
remains focused on taking its
technology platform to a futuristic
level. However, despite the outage
issues, franchise growth remains
uninterrupted ‐ bank added 2mn new
liability relationships in Q4 and 2.5mn
corporate salary accounts in FY21

Infosys Ltd. (Dated: April
14, 2021)

Management reiterated the
continued demand for services like
Cloud, analytics, AI, cyber-security
etc. and believes that the capabilities
built up over the last several years
would enable the company to benefit
from the higher client spends. Infosys
also highlighted that they are well
represented in both kinds of deals
– transformation deals as well as
cost-takeout/efficiency deals. While
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management indicated that Infosys’s
approach would be to enable Enterprises automate and take-out costs
in their legacy core, thereby enabling
them to invest in Digital.
Based on the strong exit momentum in FY21 and the ramp-up of large
deal wins, Infosys has guided for a
double-digit sales growth of 12-14%
in CC terms for FY22 and an EBIT
margin band of 22-24%, indicating
that it expects some pressure on
profitability due to higher spend on
talent retention, transitional impact
of large deals and partial rebound of
costs like travel & marketing.
Infosys recorded the highest ever
large deal wins at US$14.1bn in FY21, a
growth of 57%. Share of net new deals
in FY21 was 66%. INFY signed 23 large
deals in 4QFY21, totalling US$2.1bn
(52% of which was net new). Of these,
6 each were in BFSI and Retail, 3 each
in Lifesciences, 2 each in communications, manufacturing, energy utility
resources & services and HiTech
segments. Region-wise, 16 deals were
from Americas, 6 from Europe and
1 from the rest of the world. INFY
stated that although there is some
volatility in large deals, overall deal
wins are at an all-time high.
Infosys believes there will be
margin headwinds in FY22E led by
lower utilisation, higher travel cost,
large deal transition cost, higher
sub-contracting cost and phased
wage hike starting from July 2021.
Hence, the company has guided for
22-24% margin for FY22E.
Financial Services continued to
report an industry-leading performance with growth momentum
improving further. In the last few
quarters, Infosys has witnessed a
strong demand uptick in areas that
banks had to significantly invest in
post-covid such as customer experience transformation, front to back
digitization, mortgage transformation,
call center technology and operations,
lending services etc besides higher
investments in large end-to-end
digital transformation programs.

traction in the areas of Cloud, Data
Analytics, Cyber Security, Automation, and AI. The pipeline is also
seeing a healthy mix, with large
deals coming back and good demand
across different industries.
There is a lot of interest in Digital
transformation and the management
is very positive on tech spends. A
lot of enterprises are shifting their
tech spends to connect better. These
spends are not only a cost to the
P&L, but also an investment that will
benefit IT companies.
Infosys’ management stated that
the demand environment is steadily
improving, especially for digital
transformation, digital operations
and cloud services. The company
expanded the Infosys Cobalt portfolio
by unveiling Infosys Modernization
Suite to help enterprises modernize
their legacy systems and Infosys Live
Enterprise Application Management
Platform to deliver cloud-powered,
managed services for IT operations.
INFY launched Cortex, AI First-Cloud
First cusomer engagement platform
and Applied AI cloud.
Supply-side pressures can be
seen across the market, but INFO
has recruited ~20k people from

Infosys believes
there will be margin
headwinds in
FY22E led by lower
utilisation, higher
travel cost, large
deal transition
cost, higher subcontracting cost and
phased wage hike
starting from July
2021. Hence, the
company has guided
for 22-24% margin
for FY22E.

The management is seeing good
May 2021
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campuses in FY21. It expects to hire
~26k in FY22, of which ~24k are
expected to be recruited in India,
with the rest at on-site locations.
The company will give phased pay
hikes from July to contain attrition as
it prepares itself for an intensifying
talent war.
Infosys stated that any change in
the minimum alternative tax, which
is largely for US-based corporations
that have international subsidiaries, would not affect the company.
However, an increase in corporate
tax from 21% to 28%, contemplated
by the Biden Administration, will
slightly affect margins as most of
Infosys’ operations are run through
US branches and it does not have a
US subsidiary.

ICICI Bank Ltd
.
(Dated: April 24, 2021)

Disbursements in mortgages
continued to increase QoQ driven by
digitising the entire underwriting 5
process and disbursements of CVs
and equipment loans also increased
further QoQ
Disbursed Rs127bn under the
ECLGS 1.0 and Rs15bn has been
disbursed under the ECLGS 2.0.
Overseas book continues to decline.
It is progressively exiting exposures
that are not linked to India. The
non-India linked overseas portfolio
declined 56% YoY
The bank continues to strengthen
its digital infrastructure. In a span of
four months, over 1.5m activations
were carried out by non-ICICIBC
customers on its iMobile Pay app.
It also witnessed a 4x increase in
monthly transactions in its merchant
acquisition app.
The impact of interest on interest
waiver on the NIM is just 4bp, and the
estimated amount is Rs 1.75bn
Slippages as of Q4FY21 were
Rs55.2bn within that retail- Rs43.5bn
and corporate and SME- Rs11.7bn
(including Rs10.7bn from BB & below
rated), however, for FY21 it stood at
Rs161.2bn.

The corporate and SME NPA an
addition include one a/c in the construction sector which was rated BB
and below (Q3FY21) and was NPA in
Mar’21 and same have been upgraded
in Q4 FY21 under resolution plan.
Covid provisions- till Q3FY21, the
Bank Covid provisions were Rs99.8bn
(incl. contingency provisions of
Rs35.1bn), however, during the quarter, the Bank utilized the contingency
provision of Rs35.1bn and further,
made additional Covid provision
of Rs10.0bn and thus overall Covid
provisions stands at Rs74.7bn.
Restructured book stood at
Rs39.3bn (0.5% of total loans), of
which Rs20.1bn is in the Retail
segment, while Rs19.1bn is in the
SME/Corporate book. The bank holds
provisions of ~Rs7.2bn in its restructured book. Within the Corporate
portfolio, one LRD account and two
Commercial Real Estate accounts
were restructured.
In the BB and below portfolio, only
two accounts (Construction and
Telecom) have exposure above Rs6bn,
while the rest are all smaller accounts
Around 13% of the builder portfolio
was either rated BB and below or part
of the NPA portfolio.

Maruti Suzuki India Ltd.
(Dated: April 27, 2021)

The Company sold a total of 492,235
vehicles during the Quarter, higher
by 27.8% compared to the same
period previous year. Sales in the
domestic market stood at 456,707
units, growing by 26.7%. Exports were
at 35,528 units, higher by 44.4%.
Non-urban markets contributed 41%
of total volume which increased by 2%
percentage points in FY21. Non-urban
market clocked Growth of 7%
CNG vehicles sales increased in
FY21. Sold 1.65 lakhs, grew by 50%
(share of sales is 12%). FY21 sales
levels recovered to FY16 levels.
Exports were impacted by pandemic. Jimny exports created some
positive sentiment
Demand environment with second

wave – current demand is holding
with respect to fresh booking.
Pending bookings still exist. Nine
states in lockdown which constitutes
35% of sales.
Retail sales would be affected.
If COVID persists for longer time,
retails might get severely affected.
Semi-conductors shortage also
weighing down on production.
Currently no problem on supply
chain issues.
Network stock – 32,000 units
beginning of the month. Currently
85k to 90K stock. Usual stock level is
135k-140k. Dealer order back log is
about 200k.
Revenue growth was led by
improved capacity utilization coupled
with lower sales promotion expenses
and increase in selling prices.
Company is also focused on cost
reduction efforts.
Margin pressure was due to
adverse commodity prices, adverse
foreign exchange fluctuation and
lower fair value gains on invested
surplus.
Rural demand is expected to continue to hold as Rabi season is good.
There has been price increase in
Q4FY21 with partial hike of about
0.75% to 1%. In April, company took a
price increase of 1.25% average.
Commodity price has increased
by 400bps yoy. Sequential impact is

Revenue growth
was led by improved
capacity utilization
coupled with lower
sales promotion
expenses and
increase in selling
prices. Company is
also focused on cost
reduction efforts…
Maruti Suzuki
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around 3%. The commodity pricing
pressure is expected to continue in
Q1FY21 too.
Operating leverage is peaked in
third and fourth quarter. Some leverage can come with higher utilization
in Gujarat
On EV space, company is working
on localization of key components.
Partnership with Toyota is reflected
in exports especially in Africa. The
battery facility is on testing currently.
Company’s Retail market share is
under 50%. First time buyer (46.95)
has gone up by 3.5% points, additional
car buying by 3.6% points (33.7%),
while replacement has come down
to19.5%.
Maruti’s passenger car is 63%, van
segment 97%, MPV 57% up by 7%. In
Entry level SUV, Maruti is leader.
However, in mid-size SUV, company
has the issue and need to focus on
that.
Company provided discounts upto
Rs 16,600. Retails sales for Q4FY21
was 419k.
Share of top 10 cities contributes
around 35%, top 10-20 cities is around
12.9%,
By occupation, salaried customers
at 46%, government customers 24%,
private salaried class also down,
business customers down 28%
(trading transportation contractors)
from 33% in FY18.

HDFC Life Insurance
Company Ltd. (Dated: April
26, 2021)

The company has continued to
maintain a calibrated product mix
strategy

Management remains cautiously
optimistic on FY22, and will continue
to approach situation dynamically.
Continuously strive for new business premium growth and upward
trajectory in VNB margin as vaccination drive begins and economic
momentum strengthens.
Aspire to maintain NBM margin
between the FY19 and FY20 levels and
confident of beating industry growth
May 2021

and expanding market share.
In FY21, VNB margin expansion
(up 20bps in FY21) came on account
of a better product mix and higher
growth across channels.
Have also made a reserve of
INR1.65bn for FY22; this will be
reviewed as the year progresses.
Pension subsidiary continues to be
the largest pension fund manager with
an AUM of more than INR160bn (+19%
growth) and a market share of 34%
Continue to invest in technology
and training of employees, agents;
investment in tech helps in cost
efficiency and convenience in dealing
with customers.
While protection has near-term
dampeners due to lack of physical
medical tests etc., the structural story
remains intact.
Underwriting challenges in tier
2–3 cities remain challenging due to
reluctance for medical check-ups.
Individual protection grew 4% for
full year; enquiry improved at the
end of the year but the heightened
customer demand has subsided
Credit protect has started to pick
up well on the back of recovery in
disbursements.
Protection growth will be higher
than the growth rate for the
company.
Don’t expect a price increase by
reinsurers in the near term, although
current low reinsurance rates might
imply a hike some point in future
Annuity continues to grow at a fast
rate (46% in FY21) and now forms 5%
of the overall mix in terms of APE and
20% in terms of NBP.
Confident that this will become a
bigger product than protection over
the medium term.
ULIP sales are the highest in online
channel.
Retain a cautious outlook on
persistency ratio of ULIP book.
Focus remains on having a balanced distribution mix.
Continue to strengthen and
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enhance distribution mix by constantly adding partners, agents.
All distribution channels are
encouraged to sell the entire product
suite, and not to focus on a select
category only.
Strong growth in banca channel
as banks were allowed to function
throughout the year.
Adequate focus was also given on
training bank staff.
Within banca, HDFC Bank and
other newly added banks are contributing well.
Agency channel continues to do
well with increase in headcount.
Direct business has slowed in FY21,
but has grown 19% over the last two
years. This should come back as and
when the situation normalizes.
While premium from the direct
channel is lower in FY21, it is more
profitable with a higher share of
annuity.
Targeting new customers through
the online channel.
Focus remains on expanding to tier
2/3 cities.

The incremental
deterioration
in GNPAs was
primarily
attributable to
NPAs from the
restructuring
book and accounts
recognized from the
SC dispensation. It
received at least two
installments from
‘less than 30 days’
delinquencies from
the RBI RE book-SBI Cards and
Payment Services
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SBI Cards and Payment
Services Ltd. (Dated: April
26, 2021)

RBI RE Book: Classification: Stage
1 at 51%; Stage 2 at 13% and Stage 3 at
36%. Out of Rs.27bn book, 8bn worth
of repayment has been received.
Spike in the GNPA this qtr as there
was SC standstill in Q3 and majority
of slippages from this book. EPP book
at Rs. 3bn. Stressed book (RBI RE &
GNPA) which was at 13.6% in Q3FY21
has come down to 10.4% in Q4FY21.
Co has its infrastructure in terms of
digital collection at place specially for
RBI RE collection, hence it won’t be
affected by lockdown.
Aggregate covid provisions / management overlay now stands at ~Rs.
300 Cr vs Rs. 1,113 Cr in Dec qtr as
management has utilized a majority
of these provisions.
The incremental deterioration in
GNPAs was primarily attributable to
NPAs from the restructuring book
and accounts recognized from the SC
dispensation. It received at least two
installments from ‘less than 30 days’
delinquencies from the RBI RE book.
Spends across categories, barring
Travel and Entertainment, have
reached pre-COVID levels. Corporate
spends have reached pre-COVID
levels, while corporate travel remains
impacted. New use cases have been
adopted across corporates, which
is making up for the loss in travel
spends.
Decline in spends on QoQ basis
due to seasonality every year. There
is a seasonality trend from Q3 to Q4
resultantly 30 day activity rate also
increases in Q3. 30 day activity rate is
generally higher for tier 1 cities.
Q3FY21 witnessed more online
spends due to various offers on Amazon, Flipkart. Online spends at 52%
from 44% in FY20. As travel will come
back to normalcy, online spends will
increase. As there is night curfew and
lockdown in certain cities, spends
will decline going ahead.
Cards in force increased by 12% YoY
& 2.6% QoQ. The QoQ growth was

disappointing considering pre-covid
QoQ growth run-rate of 6-7%.
Market share increased in both
spends (19.5% vs 17.9% YoY) and cards
in force (19.0% vs 18.3% YoY).
Advances disappointed as they
decreased by 2% QoQ & increased
just 4% YoY to Rs. 25,114 Cr.
Last year as there was high delinquency in self employed portfolio,
company has started acquiring
new self employed customers from
BANCA channel. New acquisition at
10k accounts per day (pre COVID
level). New acquisition customer’s
spends takes 1 year to reach at
maturity level.
Yields declined as the revolver
book (having high yields) ran off
and correspondingly the EMI and
transactors book went up where rate
is lower at 18%. Thus the NIMs for the
quarter declined to 13.2% from QoQ
14.5%. Once the spends picks up, the
share of revolvers will again increase
and expand the yields/NIMs.
EMI Book have remain flattish on
QoQ basis. There are two components. 1. Spends converted into EMI
which has 8-9months tenor and other
is encash facility which has higher
tenor. Co was conscious on long
tenure products
Focus on premium segment. Co
has launched Aurum credit card
in Q4FY21 with annual charge of
Rs.10,000. Co also launched BPCL
Octane and IRCTC premium cards in
FY21. For premium segment, co has
premium servicing channels.

Britannia Industries Ltd.
(Dated: April 27, 2021)

Britannia’s direct distribution
reach, which fell to 19.7 lakh outlets
in March 2020, improved to 23.7 lakh
outlets in March 2021. The number
of rural-preferred dealers rose
to 23,500 in March, slightly better
than 23,000 in December 2020 from
19,000 in March 2020. The company
has maintained its thrust on scaling
up its direct and rural distribution in
the coming years.

The company launched a new
marketing campaign for Milk Bikis to
make it a pan-India brand (as of now,
it is south-focused). Milk+Glucose is
a Rs. 73bn market where Britannia
has a mere 4% share. Pricing of Milk
Bikis is similar to Parle G but with
lower Grammage and GRM on Milk
Bikis are 2.5x GRM of glucose biscuits.
The company is targeting to achieve
around 8% market share in Milk +
Glucose category in the medium term.
New launches (Introduction of
wafer pack in Rs 10 pack, Festival
packs and Pure Magic Choco lush
Hazelnut) have been muted during
FY21 since management focus has
been on streamlining base business,
since Covid-19 has created lot of
chaos. However, management intends
to put focus back on new launches in
FY22, as the economy normalizes.
FY21 EBITDA margin of 19% will be
difficult to sustain in FY22, while it
will be higher than that in FY20 (16%).
Input cost inflation of ~3%, mainly
on account of increased key inputs
such as palm oil, dairy
prices, and packaging cost. The
company undertook some price action
towards the end of Q4. The company
expects to pass it on to consumers
through relevant price hikes.

Focus states
continue to grow
faster by 25% over
the rest of India.
E-commerce sales
have grown by
4.1x over FY2020
levels. The company
expects e-commerce
to be one of the key
trade channels in
the coming years…
Britannia Industries
Ltd.
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Marketing spends for FY21 were
~1.5% lower however ad spends for
Q4 were above average. The company
will continue to support its brands
and new launches with adequate
media and brand-building activities.
Initiated Marketing campaigns for
Rusk, Wafers and Winkin’ Cow
Focus states continue to grow
faster by 25% over the rest of India.
E-commerce sales have grown by
4.1x over FY2020 levels. The company
expects e-commerce to be one of
the key trade channels in the coming
years.
The company has launched three
new digital programmes to gain
benefits both on the revenue and
profitability front in the long run.
S4 HANA (Core ERP; implemented
80+ factories and 60+ deports) will
help in material resource planning,
warehouse management system, and
profitability analysis.
Installation of state-of-the-art
Distributor management system
(since the earlier one was installed
15 years ago) – shall help in getting
real time sales data, simplifying sales
procedure, claim settlement and
price / promotion controls.
Capex – FY21 (200crs – underspent), FY22 expect capex towards
factory in UP, Tamil Nadu (signed
contract with govt) with Bihar and
Orissa expansion likely. Dairy factory
will be ready in FY22.
Middle East and Africa saw healthy
growth, while other geographies
recorded solid growth led by Nepal
(on back of localised manufacturing),
Management highlighted it is looking
to set up two contract manufacturing
facilities in Uganda and Egypt – from
where nearby countries demand will
also be served. Moreover, third party
contract manufacturing to start in
Uganda and Egypt in FY22.

ICICI Lombard General
Insurance Company Ltd.
(Dated: April 27, 2021)

Economy was displaying improvement trends. However, the second
COVID wave is a concern.
May 2021

General insurance Industry has
seen growth of 5.2% in FY2021
Budget announcement of increase
in FDI limit from 49% to 74% will be a
long term positive
The GDPI for FY2021 grew by 5.2%
to 14003 crores, largely in line with
industry growth of 5.2%. The Q4
FY2021 GDPI grew by 9.4% y-o-y
compared to industry growth of 14%.
The growth was mainly driven by a
focus on preferred segments.
The digital platforms incubated by
the company over the years continue
to see enhanced adoption in recent
times with over 97% of the policies
issued in FY21 being in paperless form.
Under the SME segment, close to
90% of the business sourced were
through these digital solutions
Have entered FY22 with a strong
capital position and strengthened
reserves. Looking forward to integration with Bharti AXA post all approvals and the synergies to start playing
out towards the later half of this year
and more so the next financial year.
Health:
• Retail indemnity grew by 22%,
‐ New Retail indemnity grew by
21% and renewal book also grew
by 22% for FY21
• 7‐8% increase claims in Health
indemnity due to pandemic, still
expect some benefit coming in
from lower non‐covid claims
• Took price hike after few years,
the increase was high for certain
customers. For around 5‐ 6%,
there is no impact however, if
the price hike is higher there is
elasticity in demand
• Non‐Covid claims had remained
elevated in Q4FY21 despite of
increase in Covid cases. The
claims are not expected to fall to
last year levels. Taking a conservative approach as don’t expect
delay in surgeries
• Loss ratio for overall Health
business stands at 89% v/s 86% in
FY20, Group health at 93.4% v/s
91% in FY20, Retail indemnity at
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81.7% v/s 70% in FY20
• No Health benefit business from
ICICI Bank since last 2 quarters.
Even some Health indemnity sold
as attachment has got impacted
Motor segment:
• Focus on gaining market share in
Motor segment
• Overall mix in Motor OD between
old and new car is 30‐70 against
38‐62% in FY20
• Share of CV increased from 14.8%
to 16.4%. Will continue to focus
on the identified segments.
• Likely price hike in Motor TP.
• Average claim size of motor TP is
expected to increase after some of
the recent judgements. The management has accordingly re-assessed the motor TP outstanding
book and decided to strengthen
the reserves appropriately.

ACC Ltd. (Dated: April 19,
2021)

Demand growth has been broadbased with strong traction across
segments and regions. Growth in
urban centers was stronger than
rural segment.
Cement demand recovery post
initial COVID-19 lockdowns has been

Cement demand
recovery post
initial COVID-19
lockdowns has been
very strong, however
with the rising
COVID-19 cases,
multiple states
have announced
lockdowns again
and there could be
near term impact
on the cement
demand… ACC Ltd.
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very strong, however with the rising
COVID-19 cases, multiple states have
announced lockdowns again and
there could be near term impact on
the cement demand.
After sluggishness in Jan-Feb,
pan-India cement prices were hiked
sharply in March & April. Cement
price hikes taken in April are holding
up. Further, there has been a strong
growth in the premium segment
volumes (around 25% of the overall
volumes).
Cement volume increased by 21.6%
YoY at 8 million tonne driven by
robust demand and low base impact.
Realization per tonne increased
by 6.5% YoY at Rs 4,876, driven by
segment mix and product mix optimization on account of higher share
of premium products.
Cost of raw materials consumed
went up 9.4% YoY at Rs 549/tonne
due to higher cost of slag and flyash,
partially mitigated by cost efficiency
actions in project Parvat.
Employee costs were higher in 4Q
owing to one-time expenses incurred
on account of VRS scheme availed by
employees which got normalized in
1Q.
The grinding units in Tikaria and
Ametha are expected to be commissioned in 2QCY22 while the greenfield unit in UP (near Mirzapur) is
likely to be commissioned in CY24
(land acquisition in progress).
Management has maintained the
guidance of Q2CY22 for commissioning of greenfield plant at Ametha, MP
with capacity of 6.2mnt (including
split grinding units).
Freight and forwarding costs
declined by 2.4% YoY to Rs 1,308 in
the quarter. The impact of rising diesel prices were mitigated by focusing
on direct dispatches, network &
warehouse footprint optimization
and procurement savings.
The company is focused on driving
down other expenses by 6.5% YoY
to Rs 707 cr through optimization,
negotiation and it was further helped
by better volume absorption.

Costs have declined largely driven
by efficiency measures taken up by
the company and will be sustainable
in nature.
Commissioning of 25MW of WHRS
in Jamul and Kymore to be operational in 10-11 months. In process of
exploring options to install WHRS at
other locations.
The company launched the
industry’s broadest range of green
concretes under the brand ECOPact
(‘ECOPact+, PRIME and ECOPact
Max). As per management, this would
aid in significant reduction in carbon
footprint and aid it to reach 2030
sustainability targets.
The Company has introduced
program Parvat to focus on the
improving efficiencies across cost
parameters. The management is
targeting to reduce the operational
costs by Rs 200/tonne through this
program. The primary focus of the
company in the near term is on
reducing costs through optimization
in procurement and supply chain,
efficiency measures and reducing
fixed costs.
The high share of premium products and continuous focus on cost
efficiency actions were key drivers
for margin expansion.
The generation of additional
cash-and-cash equivalents, driven
primarily by strong working capital
management.
Company continues to focus on
Digital first Campaign. Company has
embedded TIS and PACT in the plants
and continue to leverage TAC and
Blue Yonder for generating efficiencies in logistics.
Company’s 70% of eligible employees have been vaccinated. Company
is ensuring strict adherence to government guidelines across the plants
and offices. Adequate infrastructure
has been put in place to ensure
the employees are safe and get the
required medical support.
The Company believes that the
Government is taking all possible
steps to intensify the vaccination

program and control the spread of
Covid. With Government’s increased
spending and its strong focus on
infrastructure development, management maintain a cautious yet positive
outlook for overall cement demand in
the coming months.

CRISIL Ltd. (Dated: April
19, 2021)

During the quarter, Ratings
segment registered strong revenue
growth of 11.8% driven by strong surveillance fees, new client additions
and Global Analytical Center (GAC)
deepening coverage across practices
including ESG.
Global Analytical Centre (GAC)
posted strong growth owing to deepening coverage, stepped up support
for ESG offerings and automation
initiatives.
Rating business witnessed growth
despite of lower debt issuers by ~41%
and issuances (in quantum) by ~18%
during the quarter on a y-o-y basis.
Banking credit growth expected at
~5% yoy as of March 2021 versus a 6%
growth a year back owing to muted
growth in corporate credit as capex
plans were delayed.
There has been uneven recovery in
domestic economic activity.
During the quarter, CRISIL
published over 30 press releases and
hosted multiple webinars on key
sectors such as Automobile, Media,
NBFC, Retail, Steel.
Research segment posted healthy

Global Analytical
Centre (GAC)
posted strong
growth owing to
deepening coverage,
stepped up support
for ESG offerings
and automation
initiatives.
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revenue growth of 18.1% driven by
Global Research and Risk Solutions
(GRRS) and Greenwich.
Global Research and Risk Solutions
growth was due to existing and new
mandates across transformation,
change and regulatory offerings and
increased demand from buy-side for
research in the areas such as distressed and private debt.
Performance of Corporate and
Investment Banking industry
continued to normalize, but higher
costs and increased capital requirement impacted spends. Nonetheless,
Coalition Greenwich saw client wins
in the US, Asia-Pacific and Europe
and good traction for Greenwich’s
Voice-of-Client analytics.
India Research saw increased
demand for data, research and
analytics underpinned by uptick in
capital market and industrial activity.
New products including AIF benchmarks, wealth tracker also supported
performance of the company during
the quarter.
Adverse foreign exchange movement impacted the segment margins.
Advisory segment saw revenue and
margin growth driven by infrastructure and credit risk mandates.
Infrastructure advisory saw increased
demand across government and
multilateral-supported programs.
The business witnessed improved
traction from credit management and
risk monitoring solutions.
As per management, domestic
business could see some delayed
recovery, CRISIL is well placed to
capitalize on the global recovery
underway.
In Management view, with the
second covid wave, the recovery in
domestic business is likely to be back
ended.

ICICI Securities Ltd.
(Dated: April 21, 2021)

Digital natives comprising GenZ
and Millennial are expected to
increase by 15 million to 20 million
annually for next 10 years.
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Cities/ towns with over 20% of
population having annual household
income greater than 1 million will
increase to 318 from 64.
Digitalization India led by Aadharisation” with internet users around
624 million nearly 45% of populations.
Mobile connection is at 1.2 billion which is nearly 79% of total
populations.
Client base at 5.4 million from 3.2
million in FY16. Overall active clients
at 1.91 million from 0.83 million in
FY16.
The scale up in company’s sourcing
coupled with healthy adoption of
product propositions has resulted in
NSE active client base growing by 47%
YoY to 1.58 million as at Mar 31, 2021.
Company added around 145k NSE
active customers in March, achieving
an incremental market share of ~16%
in March 2021, up from ~1.5% in April
2020.
The medium-term drivers including increase in financialisation, preference towards equities, increasing
formalization and growing affluence,
remain intact.
In fact, pandemic seems to have
frontloaded the digital aspects of the
opportunity as is reflected in growing
participation from newcomers in
the financial markets and increasing
penetration of financial products in
tier II & III cities.
Company continued to focus
on enhancing operating leverage,
resulting in reduction in branch
and employee count, consequently
bringing down our cost to income
ratio to 40% and increasing our ROE
further to 81%.
Assets of its clients grew by 85% to
over Rs 3.8 trillion, driven by allround growth across businesses.
Company’s business model is
highly digital and scalable, with more
than 96% of mutual fund transactions
and virtually all equity transactions
are done online.
Around 52% of the customers
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The scale up in
company’s sourcing
coupled with healthy
adoption of product
propositions has
resulted in NSE
active client base
growing by 47%
YoY to 1.58 million
as at Mar 31, 2021.
Company added
around 145k NSE
active customers in
March, achieving an
incremental market
share of ~16% in
March 2021, up from
~1.5% in April 2020.
...ICICI Securities
acquired in FY21 were below 30 years
of age and more than 65% came in
from tier II & III cities.
Equity markets continued their
strong run, benchmark index NIFTY
increasing by 5% in the quarter. Over
5.3 million new demat accounts were
opened in this quarter and equity and
derivative ADTO increased by 70%
and 120% YoY respectively. Buoyancy
in equity capital markets continued
and company saw 45 deals in the
current quarter as compared to 13 in
Q4-FY20.
On the regulatory front, the second
phase of new uniform margin norms
was implemented across industry
from March 2021.
In line with this trend, the equity
ADTO for the industry declined in
March 2021 vs Feb 2021, whereas the
ADTO for derivative segment was
largely unaffected.
Company has added around 3.5 lac
customers in the current quarter,
the highest ever in a quarter, driven
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by the digital channel adding around
2.25 lac customers in the quarter, up
from ~38,000 in Q3-FY21.
Company has diversified its
sourcing mix with non-ICICI Bank
sourcing channels, i.e. digital
sourcing, business partners channel
and own RM network together are
now contributing more than 55%
of accounts sourced. In equities
business, as a result of implementation of phase 2 of margin regulations
company witnessed some de-growth
in equity and derivative turnover for
March as compared to February.
On a sequential basis, the retail
brokerage revenue increased by 7%
despite the lesser number of trading
days in the current quarter.
For FY21, company ranked number
1 in IPO/FPO/ InvIT/ REIT issuance
with a market share of 78% and were
ranked number 2 amongst domestic
financial advisors by number of deals
in merger market league table.
Mutual fund distribution business
remains subdued and was down
by 37% YoY. While there were net
outflows in the industry; equity
mutual funds witnessed net inflows
after a gap of 7 months in the month
of February and the flows increased
further in March. Also, monthly SIP
inflows reached record highs of Rs 92
billion in March 2021.
Company is one of the largest
wealth management franchise.
MF Revenue market share at 4.5%
from 3% in FY16. Company has over
10% market share in ETF and SGB
distribution.
Management believed that pandemic has frontloaded the digital
narrative and accelerated the market
opportunity. Digital infrastructure,
analytics and behavior shifts are
coming together imaginatively
and ICICI securities is very well
positioned to take advantage of this
opportunity with help of our articulated strategy in a digital and open
architecture format.

ECONOMY REVIEW

Economy review
Needless to say, the country is
crumbling under the second phase
of covid-19 and while Mr. Prime
Minister has urged states to consider
lockdown as the last option, however
when healthcare facilities start
crumbling, there is very little left
other than to impose lockdown. After
all who will bear the consequences
and then starts usual blame game.
The Supreme Court on Thursday
asked the Centre to put in place a
“national plan” on issues including
supply of oxygen and essential drugs
for the treatment of patients infected,
and method of vaccination. Clearly,
the Govt. should have been better
prepared when it was known that the
second wave was inevitable. It has
taken just 17 days for the daily case
count to rise from 1 lakh on April 4
to over 3 lakh on Wednesday. During
this period, cases have surged at
6.76% daily, more than four times
faster than a similar growth in daily
numbers in the US — the only other
country that has recorded more than
1 lakh cases in a day. After the first
peak in September, cases dipped for
30 straight weeks, before restarting
to rise by the mid of February.
While the Govt. failed to seize the
opportunity and improve healthcare
infrastructure and expand vaccination, people also let their guard down

and believed that the worst was over
and hence undertaken lax initiatives.
The surge could be because of more
infectious variants than what was
witnessed in first wave. Available
evidence suggest that indicates the
‘double mutant’ strain is mostly
prevalent in the state of Maharashtra,

The surge could be
because of more
infectious variants
than what was
witnessed in first
wave. Available
evidence suggest
that indicates the
‘double mutant’
strain is mostly
prevalent in the state
of Maharashtra,
there could be a
“triple mutated”
variant of the virus,
found in samples
collected from
Maharashtra, Delhi,
West Bengal and
Chhattisgarh.
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there could be a “triple mutated”
variant of the virus, found in samples
collected from Maharashtra, Delhi,
West Bengal and Chhattisgarh. Times
of India states that the Covid-19 virus
that is doing the rounds in Bengal
is increasingly being found to be an
indigenous triple-mutation (B.1.618).
Data submitted from India to GISAID,
a global science initiative and
primary source established in 2008
that provides open access to genomic
data of influenza viruses, show B.1.618
is the third-most common variant
sequenced in the last 60 days across
the country, causing nearly 12%
of the cases. The double-mutated
B.1.617, at 28%, is the most common
among sequences, followed by B.1.1.7
(the UK variant). What’s worrying to
scientists is that the triple-mutated
variant carries the E484K mutation,
a characteristic of the South African
and Brazilian variants. Hence, even
if someone is infected from earlier
strains or has been vaccinated, he
is not safe from the Bengal variant.
Times of India states that majority
of the cases in Maharashtra and
Gujarat have been found to contain
the double (E484Q and L452R) mutant
variant, whereas Delhi and Punjab
cases are mostly of the UK variant
while no such pattern has yet been
detected in south India.
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Source: worldometers.info

India has been registering close to
3.5 lakh cases a day and this figure
is only moving north. Clearly,
everybody wants the second wave to
end, and to make best guesses, one
has to depend on the mathematical
models. Needless, to say, the steeper
the curve, the quicker it is expected
to come down. Experts believe that
India will hit its peak between May
11 and 15 with 33-35 lakh total ‘active’
infections. Delhi, Haryana, Rajasthan
and Telangana may see a peak in
April 25 -30, Odisha, Karnataka and
West Bengal during May 1-5 while
Tamil Nadu and Andhra Pradesh
during May 6-10. Maharashtra and
Chhattisgarh is expected to have
reached peak or closer to the same.
Dr Professor Bhramar Mukherjee,

an epidemiologist and biostatistician
at the Michigan University in an
interview with ‘The Wire’ believes

Needless, to say, the
steeper the curve,
the quicker it is
expected to come
down. Experts
believe that India
will hit its peak
between May 11
and 15 with 33-35
lakh total ‘active’
infections.

that “India will see 8-10 lakh fresh
cases per day and the peak in deaths
will come at the end of May, at 4,500
deaths per day,”. However, India is
already witnessing ~3000 deaths per
day, and based on statistical models
developed by The Institute for Health
Metrics and Evaluation (IHME) in
Seattle, by August, India will record
9,59,561 deaths (at current projection
data. In the worst case scenario, India
will record 10,45,606 deaths and in
the scenario where there is universal
masking policy, India will record
8,80,334 deaths. At the peak, India
could record more than 12,000 deaths
per day (at current projection), says
the model projections. Thus, interventions are indeed needed to slow
down this infectious rate.

Total deaths projected to be more than 10 lakh by Aug’21

Source: IHME
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Daily deaths could hit north of 12,000 if not applied stringent measures

Source: IHME

The need for healthcare facilities could gasp out the breath of any Govt.

Source: IHME

One of the positive factors have
been low fatality rate of ~1.3% at the
national level in the second wave as
against 1.6% at the peak of first wave.
Moreover, these numbers are at the
cumulative level and case fatality
rate (CFR) for new cases have been
below 1%, likely due better testing in
second wave compared to first wave.
Test positivity rate has also been on
the climb though and testing has also
picked up in states like Maharashtra,
Goa, Chhattisgarh, Delhi, Haryana,
states a research report from State
Bank of India. No wonder these
states are reporting higher cases. The
concerning factor has been that more
states like Uttar Pradesh, Odisha,
Bihar, Jharkhand, Andhra Pradesh are
now testing lower (tests/million) and
are accompanied by low test positivity.
On the contrary, states like West
Bengal and Madhya Pradesh have high

One of the positive
factors have been
low fatality rate of
~1.3% at the national
level in the second
wave as against 1.6%
at the peak of first
wave. Moreover,
these numbers are at
the cumulative level
and case fatality rate
(CFR) for new cases
have been below
1%, likely due better
testing in second
wave compared to
first wave.
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positivity but are testing less, a trend
which was similar in first wave as well.
The only way is to vaccinate more
people and the recent number of daily
cases have been higher than daily
recovered cases while number of vaccines administered have come down
due to limited availability of vaccines.
As a result, India stands at the below
of the global table of countries which
have vaccinated significant part of
their population. However, media
reports have highlighted that by April,
~ 28% of the population would have
antibodies via infections while another
13% of population would have received
at least 1st dose of vaccine. Besides,
from incremental cases in Mumbai,
it has been observed that majority
have been contributed from high-rise
buildings which only 16% seroprevalence in 1st wave compared to 57%
for slums. The Govt. has announced
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and opened vaccination for all above
18 years of age, while theoretically
optimistic, it needs to be backed up
with vaccine production and imports
to make it practicable. Govt. has asked
domestic vaccine manufacturers to
scale up production while giving permission to all available vaccines globally, although the feasibility of imports

would be taken into consideration.
Serum Institute is expected to ramp
up its production to 110 million doses
per month by July’21, Bharat Biotech
is expected to increase its production
capacity to 12 million doses per month
by July’21 and Sputnik vaccine will
also be imported from May onwards.
Thus, taking into account the available

vaccines, Govt. would be able to fully
vaccinate 15% of population by Dec’21.
Moreover, the SBI report states that
experience of other countries show
that infections stabilize once 15% of its
population receive second dose. Thus,
clearly inoculation of population is the
only option for Govt.

Outcome of total closed cases (recovery rate vs death rate)

Source: worldometers.info

Source: covid19india.org

Fewer states in 1st quadrant in 2nd wave compared to 1st wave
Test/Million vs Test Positivity in First Wave (7 Days Average)

Test/Million vs Test Positivity in Second Wave (7 Days Average)

Quadrant 1: High number of tests, High Test Positivity %
Quadrant II: Low number of tests, High Test Positivity %
Quadrant III: Low number of tests, Low Test Positivity %
Quadrant IV: High number of tests, Low Test Positivity %
Source: SBI report

Infection and injection (7 Day MA)

Source: SBI report
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Vaccination drive across World
% of population
given at least 1 dose

Antibodies + vaccination to cover ~40% population by April

% population
fully vaccinated

Israel

59

55

Chile

41

28

U.S.

40

25

U.K.

49

15

Turkey

15

9

Germany

19

7

France

19

7

Spain

19

7

EU

18

7

Italy

18

7

Brazil

12

4

Mexico

8

3

Russia

6

3

Indonesia

4

2

India

8

1

List of states under Lockdown/
Curfew
1.

2.

Delhi: Delhi has extended its
week-long lockdown, imposed
on April 19th, by another week till
5 am on May 3rd.
Maharashtra: complete curfew
in Maharashtra from 8pm on
April 14, 2021 till 7 am on May 1,
2021. All establishments, public
places, activities to remain
closed. Essential services
exempted, their operations to be
unrestricted.

In Mumbai 2nd wave more in high-rises

Source: News articles

Source: Media articles

The situation is dramatic considering
the fact normal covid-19 beds are
occupied to the extent of 80%- 85%
across Delhi, Mumbai, Pune and
Nagpur while ICU/Ventilator/O2 beds
are filled to the extent of 98% - 100%,
hence the ferocity of the situation
is in the numbers itself explaining
the helpless of common people. In
such situations, states are bound to
impose lockdowns and there have
been an increasing number of states
which have been forced to surrender.
Following are the states which have
announced lockdown/night curfews
and there are more states coming up
with stringent measures and believe
there would be more in coming days.

Source: News articles

3.

4.

Uttar Pradesh: Sunday curfew
across all districts. Night curfew
in districts reporting over 100
new cases in a day/ those having
500 active cases. A night curfew
has been imposed in Noida
- Gautam Buddh Nagar, and
Ghaziabad from 8 Apr’21 / night
curfew in Bareilly, Saharanpur
from April 9, 2021 / Closure of
schools till 30 Apr
Kerala: The state government
has imposed night curfew
between 9pm and 5 am from
April 20

5.

Jharkhand: Jharkhand government has announced lockdown
from April 22nd till April 29th
with some exemptions

6.

Telangana: The state government of Telangana on April 20,
2021 announced night curfew in
the state for the next ten days
from 9 pm on April 20th till 5 am
on May 1st.

7.

8.

Andhra Pradesh: Andhra
Pradesh on April 23, 2021
announced night curfew from
April 24 to curb spread of
COVID-19.
Assam: all market places in
Assam except chemist shops,
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shops in malls and weekly
markets will close by 6pm.
9.

Goa: The Goa government on
April 21, 2021 imposed a night
curfew in the state from 10 pm
to 6 am till April 30th to contain
COVID-19.

10. Haryana: Haryana has a night
curfew in place from 10 pm to 5
am. All schools and colleges in
the state will also be closed till
April 30.
11. Punjab: Punjab has decided to
impose a night curfew from 8pm
to 5 am through the state
12. Rajasthan: Rajasthan has
extended its weekend curfew to
two more weeks till May 3rd.
13. Gujarat: Gujarat has imposed a
night curfew from 8 pm to 6 am
in 20 cities across the state till
April 30
14. Karnataka: Chief Minister BS
Yediyurappa has announced a
COVID curfew in the state for the
next 14 days from 9 pm on April
27th. Public transport will be
remain shut.
15. Odisha: Odisha government
had earlier on April 5th imposed
a night curfew in 10 districts
whishc has now been extended to
May 2021

22. Tamil Nadu: Tamil Nadu on April
25, 2021 announced a lockdown
in the state from April 26th with
some exceptions

all urban areas of the state.
16. Chhattisgarh: Chhattisgarh
government has announced
a complete lockdown in eight
districts

These restrictions imposed by
various state governments are bound
to impact the economic indicators
as activities are hampered. Mobility
have been hampered the most as
hinted by Google mobility reports as
visit to workplaces have come down
and people have again resorted to
work from home while visit to supermarket and pharmacy have been
strong. Traffic in popular and busiest
cities like Mumbai have come down
drastically when compared to 2019
levels. So has the activity at major
ports and would be further amplified
in the month of April. However,
e-way bills, petroleum consumption
and railway activities have not shown
any aberration for the month of
March 2021. Even GST collections
continued to remain strong for the
month of March. Power demand has
however depicted similar trend in
2020 when compared to the same
base of 2019. While vehicle registrations already tapered off in the earlier
months of Jan and February, March
wasn’t such drastic when compared
yoy. There have been no impact on

17. Jammu and Kashmir: The Jammu
and Kashmir administration has
imposed a 34-hour curfew from
8pm on Saturday till 6 am on
Monday, April 26th to contain the
spread of the infection.
18. Chandigarh: The Chandigarh
administration has announced a
weekend lockdown from 10 pm
on Friday till 5 am on Monday.
19. Nagaland: Night curfew has been
imposed in Dimapur district of
Nagaland from 8 pm to 5 am from
April 23rd.
20. Tripura: government has
imposed a night curfew from 10
pm to 5 am in Agartala Municipal
Corporation area for an indefinite period from April 22nd
21. Himachal Pradesh: Himachal
Pradesh govt has decided to
impose curfew in 4 districts of
the State - Kangra, Una, Solan
and Sirmour from 10 pm to 5 am
from midnight of 27th April to
10th May.

employment levels or hiring activity
for the month of March but would
be visible in coming months. While
retail payments have witnessed new
momentum considering the restrictions and from home activities on
the rise. Consumer confidence has
certainly been hit and the manufacturing as well services PMIs have
come down in March and somewhat
revival which was witnessed in bank
credit have been withered away. As
more and more states impose restrictions/lockdown, the Indian economy
would lose productivity and needless
to say, rating agencies and private
forecasters would lower India’s FY22
GDP estimates. While there are no
easy roads to revival considering
that the Govt. has already missed
the bus, nevertheless making use of
the lockdowns adeptly together with
aggressive vaccination is the only
option left for the Govt. Nevertheless,
what could be a major boon is also a
major challenge for the Government
given the size of population, one
could take cues from Bhutan of how a
small country with limited resources
planned early to scale up vaccination
and hence executed brilliantly. Thus,
planning and then proper execution
are the key words.
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Major port traffic (%YoY)

Railway Tonnage movement - (% yoy)
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START-UP CORNER
Mr. Mihir Mehta

At Ashika Capital, we are extremely passionate about fostering symbiotic relationships
that are aimed at building and sustaining high-growth founder led businesses. We
strongly believe that financial capital is the first stepping stone to build a scalable,
sustainable and impactful business. Therefore, our endeavour is to identify great
entrepreneurs in pursuit of building businesses that carry magnanimous investment
potential. Here is an INSIGHT into businesses that we have worked/working with –

Mobikwik

Founded by Bipin Preet Singh and Upasana Taku - MobiKwik, an early entrant to the e-wallet
race, now has become a “digital credit card company” - one that marries credit with UPI. With
120+ million users, MobiKwik became the first e-wallet company to cross-sell small ticket post-paid loans to its users.
The company is now targeting to provide Buy Now Pay Later (BNPL) services to over 100 million users over the next 5
years.
Backed by marquee investors like Sequoia Capital and Bajaj Finance, the company has disbursed more than $200
million in credit to around three million users since 2018. The company analyses the transaction behaviour of its 30
million monthly active users to gauge the risk of lending and have partnered with seven NBFCs for the disbursements.
They have recently partnered with American Express for a digital AMEX card.
A special situation opportunity has become available to participate in a secondary transaction for a ₹30-35 Cr round
(Small Investment Ticket sizes are allowed) at a discounted price on the last round valuation.
HealthSutra
Superfoods are rapidly making a comeback into peoples’ plates due to their nutritional benefits. Keeping
in line with that thought, we wanted to share an exciting investment opportunity in Health Sutra, where
health meets taste meets tradition.
Founded by a team of IIT Delhi alumni with a vision to build a brand that promises healthier living for a
new India, by reimagining nutritious indigenous grains and offering options that are high on taste as well
as convenience.
HealthSutra offers the widest range of naturally nutritious packaged food options in convenient formats made from
millets ( jowar, bajra, ragi etc)- ready-to-cook mini-meals, ready-to-eat snacks and health drinks.
Over the years, HealthSutra has marked its presence in over 1000 MT and GT/SAMT stores mainly in AP, Telangana
and Bangalore, via national and regional chains like SPAR, Heritage, Big Bazaar, Ratnadeep, Ushodaya, etc as well as
marquee online channels like Amazon and BigBasket.
Currently, the brand manufactures its products out of a facility in Hyderabad and has been supported in building out
its brand and marketing strategy by a former Marketing Director of Kellogg’s for South Asia.

Snackible

Identifying a sheer lack of choice of healthy, nutritious and tasty snacks, Aditya Sanghavi
conceptualised Snackible to solve everyone’s “snack life crisis” by providing snacks which are not
only tasty but also that don’t punish one’s waistline.
Unique Product Strategy - Snackible has been building its product portfolio in a balanced manner
across multiple varieties, dietary preferences etc. fulfilling three core characteristics:
• Uniqueness, • Taste and • Health.
Optimized Digital Communication - An online first brand, Snackible has been agile in listening to customers and
tailoring their offerings based on customer feedback.
Robust distribution channel - Snackible has both online and offline channels with a presence in over 35 cities PanIndia with over 3300 points of sale. More than 300,000 customers in over 400 cities across the country have been
served through their D2C online store.
Exceptional Growth trajectory - Snackible has grown at a CAGR of 115% since inception and has witnessed 5x times
jump in online sales in the last FY.
The business is seeking to raise INR 20 crore for its next phase of growth.

These are the top three business opportunities that interested stakeholders can pursue from an investment standpoint.
If you are interested to know more about these companies from the perspective of business operations, investment
thesis, exit opportunities and more, please drop in a line to us at ib@ashikagroup.com.
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ETHANOL:

SALVATION FOR THE SUGAR INDUSTRY

S

industry and Indian sugar industry will be in a sweet spot.
ugar Season (SS) 20-21 started in October 2020
with an opening inventory of 10.7 mn tons, which
was the highest in the last several years. The sugar ISMA revises downward sugar output to
30.2 mt
production for SS21 is estimated at 30.2 mn tons
resulting in the total availability of 40.9 mn tons of sugar
This year’s sugar production estimate is higher than 27.42
during SS21. With expected domestic consumption at 26.0
million tonnes achieved in the 2019-20 marketing season.
mn tons and exports of 6.0 mn tons, the closing stock is
In its first estimate, the Indian Sugar Mills Association
expected to drop to 8.9 mn tons in SS21 (-1.8 mn tonnes
(ISMA) had pegged the country’s overall sugar output
over SS20). Despite the drop in closing inventory, the glut
at 31 million tonne for the current season. According to
is expected to persist. In order to overcome this situathe second advance estimates, the ISMA said, country is
tion and address the numerous other issues faced by the
expected to produce 30.2 million tonne of sugar during
industry, the Central Government has initiated several
2020-21. According to ISMA, the country is expected to
measures for the revival of the sector
have much lower closing stock at the
and the ecosystem. The following
end of the season at around 8.9 milmeasures align the interest of the
lion tonne after taking into account
The recent
Government, the industry and the
an opening stock of about 10.7 million
government
farmers while aiming for adequate
tonnes on October 1, 2020. ISMA said
measures have
profitability of the sector.
the government had announced two

Fixing of MSP (Minimum Selling
Price) for sugar
Sugar sales quota for each mill
Incentives for export in the form of
subsidy
Higher ethanol pricing and blending mandates
These recent government measures
have helped improve profitability and
stabilize the cyclicality in the sugar
sector. Of these initiatives, higher
ethanol pricing and blending mandates is expected to rerate the sugar
May 2021

helped improve
profitability and
stabilize the
cyclicality in the
sugar sector. Of these
initiatives, higher
ethanol pricing and
blending mandates is
expected to rerate the
sugar industry.
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important policy decisions to improve liquidity of sugar mills during
2020-21 season, by way of announcement of sugar export programme of
6 million tonnes and upward revision
of ethanol prices for this season,
which have been welcomed by the
industry. However, the government is
yet to announce the implementation
of a crucial policy decision, increasing minimum selling price (MSP) of
sugar. This will improve the liquidity
of the mills enabling them to make
timely cane payment to farmers also.

Domestic Sugar Production & Consumption
Particulars (MT)
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this, the government allowed ethanol production through
B-heavy & sugarcane juice route; the separate pricing for
C-heavy, B-heavy & Sugar Juice ethanol was declared to
encourage higher ethanol production by sacrificing sugar
partially or fully; announced incentives to set up distillery
capacities for ethanol production and worked closely with
OMCs to resolve the procedural/operational hurdles.

Domestic sugar price trend - M-30 (Rs. per Qtl)
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Some of the other measures the government has taken to
further push the momentum include:
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Ethanol Blending Program (EBP): Pick up
led by central government
Though the ethanol blending programme (EBP) started way back in 2003, it has only gained pace from 2018
onwards. The lack of availability of feedstock, significant
operational/procedural challenges, lower ethanol production capacity and inconsistent policies on ethanol
pricing has delayed the targeted 10% ethanol blending by a
decade. However, from 2018 onwards, the government has
taken various decisions to promote ethanol blending. For

Reduced paperwork, resubmission of licenses etc. and
thereby reduces delays
EOIs only for supplies on monthly basis, and every year
OMCs have reduced security deposit and penalty
amounts from 5% to 1%
Banks & OMCs willing to sign TPAs and loan recovery
through escrow accounts- Gives comfort to banks and will
allow mills with weak balance sheets to get loans
This programme was launched with the intent to reduce
import dependence on energy and give a boost to the agriculture sector. The industry has been able to achieve 5%
overall blending in 2019-20. For 2020-21, the government
is targeting 8.5% blending, which would require 325 crore
53
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litres. But till February 2021, industry has got contract for
298 crore litre of ethanol supply from OMCs for 2020- 21.
This would result in ~8% ethanol blending with petrol
in the current year. Given ~298 crore ethanol production, ethanol economy accounts for Rs. 17000 crore. The
government is planning 10% ethanol blending by 2022 and
20% blending by 2025. This would require 1000 crore litre
of ethanol by 2025. It is expected that the ethanol economy would grow to Rs. 60,000 crore by 2025. Moreover,
total distillery sales (ethanol, ENA, rectified spirit) would
account for ~Rs. 90,000 crore by 2025.
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The government is targeting 10% ethanol blending by 2022
& 20% ethanol blending by 2025 (advanced from 2030). To
achieve these targets, OMCs would require 430 crore litre
of ethanol supply by 2022 & 1000 crore litre of ethanol
supply by 2025. It is expected that this target is achievable
after the considerable increase in B-heavy & sugarcane
juice ethanol prices in the current year. Moreover, the
industry is undertaking significant capacity addition to
achieve this target.
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used for producing ethanol to include sugarcane juice and
sugar beet (i.e, ethanol from B heavy molasses). As per
industry sources, the government has planned to increase
the blending rate to 20% by 2025. Given the standoff with
rate of 20% has been preponed by 1 year. Some key features of the policy are as follows:

Generation (2G) ethanol and Third Generation (3G) biofuels. This categorization enables the extension of financial
assistance for each category.
Allowing the use of surplus food grains for the production of ethanol for blending with petrol.
Expanding the scope of raw material for ethanol production by allowing the use of sugarcane juice, sugar beet,
starch containing materials (corn, cassava) and damaged

Upward revision of ethanol prices for
Ethanol Supply Year (ESY) 20-21
The government increased ethanol prices in October 2021
mainly to encourage higher ethanol production. It has
increase C-Heavy ethanol prices by 4.4% to Rs. 45.7/litre.
Moreover, B-heavy & sugarcane juice ethanol prices have
increased by 6.2% to Rs. 57.6/litre & 5.3% to Rs. 62.7/litre,
respectively. With this increase, ethanol produced from
sugarcane juice is more remunerative than B-heavy or
C-heavy ethanol (considering sugar prices at Rs. 32/kg).

sulted in many sugar mills announcing capacity addition
for the distillery segment. India produces ~6 MT of excess
sugar every year compared to its consumption. Currently, this excess is exported with the help of government
subsidy. The industry is required to sacrifice this 6 MT of
sugar for ethanol production to maintain demand-supply
equation. It is expected that aggressive capacity addition
by most millers would result in ~4 MT of sugar diversion
in 2021-22 & ~6 MT of sugar diversion in 2022-23. The
diversion of sugar production will help reduce the supply
ethanol blending target set by the government.

EBP (%) (RHS)
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duction towards the production of ethanol. This has re-

glut of sugar in the country and also help achieve the

Source: ISMA, News Articles
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policy increased the scope of raw materials that can be

The prices were increased in order to divert sugar pro-
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Ethanol prices hiked
Rs./ltr
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Industry undertaking aggressive capex

As per industry, distillery capacity as of Mar’20 stood
at 4.26bn litres and around 422 projects are currently
under consideration. To support capacity addition in
distillery, the government has announced interest rate
subsidy of up to 6% for five years and faster environment
clearance. Interest subvention on capacity expansion
for distillery has propelled the industry to aggressively
increase distillery capacities, which would be utilised for

production of B-heavy, sugarcane juice & grain based
ethanol. The government expect distillery projects worth
Rs. 40,000 crore to be commissioned in the next four
to five years, which would increase distillery capacity in
the country to ~1600 crore litre. Out of this 1000 crore
litre would be required by OMCs as ethanol & rest would
be utilised to produce extra neutral alcohol (ENA) and
rectified spirit for the liquor & chemicals industry.

Ethanol production more remunerative
1000 Kg of sugarcane crushed
(In Rs. unless specified)
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Source: ISMA, Industry, Ashika Research
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Export subsidy will be discontinued

Expected ethanol production by 2025 (in bn litre)

Sugar exports subsidy amount for SS20-21 is significantly
lower at Rs 6 per kg compared to Rs 10.5 in the last
season. The government has also indicated that going
ahead, sugar export subsidy will be discontinued and
surplus sugar should be diverted to ethanol. India being
a developing country can export sugar by extending
financial assistance for marketing and transport only
up to year 2023 as per WTO arrangements. Going ahead,
sugar mills are going to have to manage the surplus
issue themselves, and ethanol production is becoming
an attractive solution for them. These mills will benefit
from the new flexibility given by the government in using
raw material to produce ethanol (can now use B-heavy
molasses and cane juice), which is likely to improve the
profitability of sugar mills and reduce the imbalance in
the sector in terms of sugar production.

Grain based ethanol to add another revenue stream

B-Heavy Ethanol - 4.4

Grain Based Ethanol - 3.4

Sugarcane Juice Ethanol - 1.7

C-Heavy Ethanol - 0.5

Source: Industry Report

To encourage ethanol production from a non-sugar
Outlook
base (like barley, maize, corn, and rice) the government
With sugar inventories getting rationalised, demandrecently modified the scheme to provide financial
supply balance evening out & considerable increase
assistance to distilleries producing first-generation
in ethanol sales, the sugar industry is going to witness
ethanol from feedstocks, including cereals. Out of the
strong earnings growth in the next three to four years.
422 projects under financial assistance, around 200
It is expected that distillery revenues would contributes
proposals are from grain-based distilleries and 141
as much as 25% of the total sales for sugar companies.
propose to use both grain and molasses as feed stock,
Further, lower sugar inventories would push sugar
with a total investment of ~Rs 41000 cr. The government
prices northwards. Both these factors would contribute
is targeting 20% ethanol blending
to the earnings growth. Further,
by 2025, which would require 1000
with significant reduction in sugar
crore litre of ethanol. It is expected
inventories, most sugar companies
The grainbased
that diversion from sugarcane juice
have seen de-leveraging their
& B-heavy ethanol would only
ethanol would
balance sheet. Moreover, capex
suffice for ~600-700 crore litre &
related low cost debt would be
add one more
rest 300-400 crore litre of ethanol
utilised for working capital. This
revenue stream
would be produced through grains.
would reduce the interest cost for
The grain-based ethanol would
for the industry
most sugar companies, to a great
add one more revenue stream for
extent. Despite sugar companies’
and contribute
the industry and contribute to the
earnings likely to grow at a stable
to the revenue &
revenue & profitability. Further, it is
pace rather than usual cyclical ups &
expected that sugar companies would
downs, sugar stocks are still trading
profitability. Many
produce ~65-70% of ethanol from
at abysmal single digit earnings
sugar companies
multiple. It is expected that huge
B-heavy molasses. Moreover, 25-30%
are planning to set
growth opportunity in ethanol would
of ethanol is likely to be produced
result in structural earnings for
up grain-based
from sugarcane juice. Also, 5-10% of
the industry. It is increasingly clear
distillery volumes would comprise
distilleries to tap the
that ethanol production is helping
ENA for mandatory procurement
opportunity arising
the sugar industry with improved
by the UP based country liquor
visibility of revenues stability in
out
of
increase
in
companies. Many sugar companies
operating profitability and higher
are planning to set up grain-based
ethanol blending
return ratios. This will have a salutary
distilleries to tap the opportunity
levels.
effect on the rerating of the valuation
arising out of increase in ethanol
of the entire sector.
blending levels.
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Technical view

I

ndian equity market ended the month of April on a
Technical Observation
positive note amidst surging Covid-19 cases across
Downward sloping channel pattern on the daily time
India. The Nifty ended at 14895, up 570 points or
frame suggest range bound market.
3.98%. The market breadth
The intermediate term continues
turned positive with A/D ratio of
to remain in uptrend however
FIIs seems to have
1:1.65. Sectorally, barring Realty, all
Index during the month witnessed
withdrawn Rs. 9383
major indices ended in green with
gapdown and approached the lower
Metal and Pharma leading the pack.
cr during the month
band of consolidation at 14200.
Nifty Midcap & Smallcap indices
of April 2021 which
However, buying demand emerged in
outperform the benchmark by a huge
the vicinity of key support threshold
is a big concern. On
margin ended with a gain of over
of 14200 which has been held thrice
the contrary Global
5%. However the main driving force
over past five weeks coincided with
market remained
for the market since May 2020 has
100 days EMA at 14162 that helped
firm. For the last few
been the FII inflows. But as the new
the index to recover some of initial
Financial year begins, FIIs seems to
weeks the US and
losses. Now Index raced to fill the
have withdrawn Rs. 9383 cr during
gap area of 14652-14785 and presently
European benchmark
the month of April 2021 which is a
heading towards the previous swing
stock Indices were
big concern. On the contrary Global
highs of 14984 levels in the coming
seen setting record
market remained firm. For the last
week. Trend reversal or rather the
highs while Indian
few weeks the US and European
elevated support base for the market
benchmark stock Indices were seen
benchmark indices
is now at 14000-14100. As a result,
setting record highs while Indian
weekly price action index formed a
underperformed on
benchmark indices underperformed
high wave candle, indicating elevated
account of a sharp
on account of a sharp rise in corona
volatility at key support base of 14200
rise in corona virus
virus cases in the country, leading
As per the Dow theory Index
cases in the country.
to rising concerns over its impact on
continues to remain rangebound
economic activity.
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with bouts of volatility at every interval. The intermediate
carnage in Nifty seems to have halted for the time being
as the Index was able to sustain above the key support
level of 14000 and initiate a higher high, higher low
formation for the past couple of weeks on a closing
basis. The level of 14984-15000 would act as intermediate
resistance for the market. Scaling and sustaining of the
psychological support turn resistance amidst global
volatility.

A decisive close above 50 days EMA (14815), which has
been acting as immediate hurdle, would open the door
for extended pullback towards 15000 followed by 15250
else there would be prolonging of consolidation. Hence,
accumulating quality large caps on dip would be the
prudent strategy to adopt at current juncture.
Key point to highlight being that over the past four weeks,
despite elevated volatility owing to impact of rising Covid
19 cases in India, Nifty has managed to hold lower band
of consolidation 14200 on three occasions, highlighting
key support zone as it is confluence of 61.8% retracement
of February rally (13596-15432), at 14297. The next crucial
support emanates from 78.6% retracement at 13900-13950.
Breach of 13900 would exaggerate the correction towards
January’21 low of 13595 followed by Dec’20 low of 13130.
Structurally, only the breach of lower band of
consolidation 14200 would lead to extended correction
towards key support of 13900-13800 range, as it is
confluence of: a) 80% retracement of the February rally
(13596-15432), at 13963, b) 10% correction from life highs
(15432) measures around 13900.

Nifty is currently forming an inverted Head and Shoulder
pattern with the 148880 level being the neckline. This
pattern is clearly visible on lower timeframe charts. A
decisive close above 14880 for the next couple of days
could result into a powerful bullish breakout. This
inverted head and shoulder pattern imply that the target
is 15495 a little above the lifetime high. However, before
achieving the inverted Head and shoulder pattern target
Nifty may face resistance around the levels of 15000, 15185
and 15350. Once these levels are cleared the pattern target
is at arm’s length.
On the larger time fame in weekly chart Nifty has
breached the upward channel support trendline and
violation of the trendline is not a good sign. While Nifty
now has scaled the 20 weekly moving average and the
50DMA which are some early signs of reversals carrying
higher high-low, highlighting elevated buying demand.
On the oscillator front too RSI also formed an inverted
head and shoulder pattern formation hence a move above
55 would be a big positive, on the weekly time frame if it
closes below the 50 zone then technically it would be quite
damaging for the market technically. MACD is still bearish
as it is still below the signal line for the past few weeks.
On the other side, the directional indicators are not giving
any positive signs. The ADX flattened at the 20 level mark.
The –DMI is above the +DMI with consecutive higher
highs and the ADX indicates weakness in the trend. Nifty
had been oscillating around the 50DMA and a decisive
close above it could indicate of a secular uptrend.
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Going ahead, traders need to watch if the Nifty can
provided a decisive close above high of 14890 which
will confirm the breakout from falling channel, leading
to acceleration of upward momentum, else extended
consolidation with positive bias. In the process, one can
expect broader market to outperform amid ongoing
Q4FY-21 result season. Other thing worth mentioning that
Nifty has retrace more than 80% of preceding 8 sessions
decline (14984-14151). The faster pace of retracement
signifies structural improvement that augurs well for next
leg of up move. Therefore, any temporary cool off from
here on should be capitalised as an incremental buying
opportunity in quality large and midcaps. Structurally,
it seems that any dip from here on would get anchored
around 14200 as it is confluence of 100 days EMA

BOOK REVIEW

Expectations Investing:
by Alfred Rappaport (Author), Michael J.
Mauboussin (Author), Peter L. Bernstein (Foreword)
Revisiting a popular book
written by Alfred Rappaport and Michael J. Mauboussin. The expectation
investing framework on
which the book was written
stands tall to its time. Highlights captured as follows:
The Central theme of this book is
that the ability to properly read
market expectations and anticipate
revisions of these expectations is
the springboard for superior longterm returns above an appropriate
benchmark. Stock prices express the
collective expectations of investors,
and changes in these expectations
determine your investment success.
Rather than forecasting cashflows,
expectations investing starts by
reading the expectations implied
by a company’s stock price. It also
includes how revisions in expectations affect value. Simply stated,
July 2020

expectations investing uses the right
tools to assess the right expectations
to determine the right investment
move.
Major corporate decisions such as
merger-and-acquisitions financing,
share buybacks and employee stock
options rely on an intelligent assessment of a company’s stock price.
Expectations investing provides a
way to read management’s decisions
and anticipate revisions in market
expectations.
This is book is important from the
perspective of active management of
funds with challenges and opportunity over passive fund management
and the reason for underperformance
amongst active institutional investors
to the passive benchmarks, which has
been the case since long. The basis
reasons highlighted by the author still
stands true to the test of time. The
reasons mentioned are…
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Tools: Most investors use accounting-based tools, like short-term
earnings and P/E multiples. Rather
than focusing on market expectations
and anticipating revisions in expectations and thereby identifying the
surprise element and to what extent
expectations have been factored into
the valuation.
Costs: Annual operating and management investment expenses for equity
funds average about 1.5% of asset
value. In addition, brokers commission on distribution and churning of
another 1% adds up to 2.5%. And for
this an investor earn only 75% of an
annual long-term return CAGR of 10%
(in context of S&P 500) - excluding
the impact of taxes. Expectation
investing established demanding
standards for buying and selling
stocks, resulting in lower stock portfolio turnover, reduced transaction
costs, and lower taxes.
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Incentives: Fund managers often fear
that, if they fail to achieve acceptable
short-term performance, then they
will lose substantial assets, their jobs,
and ultimately, the opportunity to
achieve superior long-term returns.
Expectation investing on the other
hand enables to outperform for
longer period of time with effective
analytical tools.
Style Limitations: Whether investing
style falls under “growth category”
or “value” category. Warren Buffet
sums it up well on it is that “growth
is simply a component-usually a
plus, sometime a minus- in the value
equation.” One who talks about “contrasting approaches to investment
are displaying their ignorance, not
their sophistication.” Discouraging to
drift from the fund manager’s stated
style of investing, thus limiting their
universe of acceptable stocks. Expectation investing doesn’t distinguish
between growth and value; managers
simply need to pursue maximum
long-term returns within a specified
investment policy.

The Expectation Investing
Process:
Step 1:

Estimate Price-Implied Expectations: Reading the expectations
embedded in a stock with a long-term
discounted cashflow model. Reversing
the common practice, which begins
with earnings or cash-flow forecasts
to estimate value.

Step 2:
Identify Expectations Opportunities: Once current expectations are
estimated, appropriate strategic and
financial tools within a competitive-strategic analysis and financial
framework is applied to determine
where and when revisions in expectations are likely to occur.

Step 3:
Buy, Sell or Hold: Prospective buys or
sells must have a clear-cut “margin of
safety”. A buy candidate, for example,
must trade at a sufficient discount to
its expected value.
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The twilight of traditional
analysis:

The book highlights three pervasive
misconceptions in the investment
community:
1. The market is short term
2. Earnings per share (EPS) dictate
value
3. Price-earnings multiples determine value
These fallacies lead investors to chase
the wrong expectations, frequently
resulting in poor performance.

First:
Belief: The Market is Short-Term
Reality: The Market Takes the Long
View
Investors make short term bets on
long term outcomes. It turns out that
most companies need over ten years
of value-creating cashflows to justify
their stock price. The only investors
who earn superior returns are those
who correctly anticipate changes in
a company’s competitive position
(and the resulting cashflows) that the
current stock price does not reflect.
Otherwise stocks of businesses with
excellent long-term prospects do not
always deliver superior shareholders
returns. If the performance is fully
anticipated, the shareholder would
earn a normal, market required rate
of return.

Secondly:
Belief: Earnings per Share Dictate
Value

Value of a
company
increases only
when the company
earns a rate of
return which is
higher than the
cost of capital.
INSIGHT
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Reality: Earnings Tell Us Little About
Value
Value of a company increases only
when the company earns a rate of
return which is higher than the cost
of capital. The opportunity cost, or
cost of capital, is the discount rate
for discounted cash-flow model and
accounts for time value of money. In
contrast, earnings ignore this opportunity cost. Investors must separate
companies that genuinely achieve
better-than-expected operating
performance from those that skillfully
manage expectations and earnings.
Also, there could be wide variations
in reported earnings and cashflows
because of accounting standards
which give the companies leeway in
revenue recognition, depreciation,
inventory accounting, ESOPs etc.
Smooth progression of reported
earnings can mask fundamental business problems that requires urgent
material attention. Ultimately it leads
to downward revisions of market
expectations.

Thirdly,
Belief: Price-Earnings Multiples
Determine Value
Reality: Price-Earnings Multiples Are
a Function of Value
The investment community’s favorite
valuation metric is the price-earnings
(P/E) multiple. A measure of what
investors will pay for a stock. The
author deduces that P/E multiple
doesn’t determine value; rather,
it derives from value. Since, discounting cashflows with certainty is
difficult for stocks than bonds, most
money managers, security analysts,
and individual investors avoid the
difficulty of forecasting long-term
cash flows altogether and rather rely
on P/E multiples. Such measure can
help identify undervalued stocks only
when we can rely on them as proxies
for a company’s long-term cash-flow
prospects. The author efficiently
introduces the shareholder-value
roadmap and free cashflow required
for estimating the corporate value
and equity value.
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US: Initial Jobless Claims
US: GDP Annualized QoQ
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US: Leading Index
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28
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21
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World economic calendar

Services at Ashika Stock Broking Limited
Products

Products

• TradeX (Mobile App & Web
base)
• Online Equity, Derivative,
Currency and Commodity
Trading Facility
• InvestX (Mobile App & Web
base)
• A One Stop Solution to all
your Mutual Funds needs
online.

Contact

• EKYC
• It now takes just 30 mins to open an
Account.

For Business Opportunity please
contact

• ReKYC
• Hassle-free & paperless modification
without stepping out.

Mr. Amit Jain (Executive Director)
Mobile: +91 90070 66000
E-mail: amitjain@ashikagroup.
com

• Research Services
• A galaxy of potential research team
to provide the best equity research
reports, ideas, solving queries and
many more.

• Back Office Reports on
WhatsApp. Ashika BOT on
Whatsapp / Telegram.

• Online Fund Transfer Facility

• Ask ACIRA • Online Customer service for
clients on our website.
• Margin Trading Facility
(MTF)
• With this MTF facility client
can trade inspite of debits
beyond T+7.

• Securities Lending and Borrowing (SLB)
• Provide securities lending and
borrowing at a market competitive rate
• Depository Services (CDSL/NSDL)
• Provide one roof solution wherein
seamless trading could be ensured
through DP maintained with Ashika

Mr. Niraj Sarawgi (CEO - PCG)
Mobile: +91 91676 16989
Email: nirajs@ashikagroup.com

For Services please contact
Mr. Ashwini Kumar Gautam (COO)
Mobile: +91 90070 66097
Email: ashwinikumar@ashikagroup.com

For institution business please contact
Mr. Dilip Minny (Co-founder- Institution); Mobile: +91 90070 66096; Email: dilipminny@ashikagroup.com

Services at Ashika Capital Limited
Capital Markets
• Issue Management

Fund Raising
•

• IPO / FPO

Advisory

Private Equity

•

• Venture / Growth

• Right Issue

• Merger / Acquisition /

Capital

• Qualified

M&A
Disposal

•		 Pipe

•		 Management buy-outs /

Institutional

Contact
For Debt Fund Raising /
Mergers & Acquisition /
Business Opportunity
please contact

buy-ins

Placement
•
• Open Offer
• Takeover
• Buyback

•		 Leveraged buy-outs

Mr. Mihir Mehta

•		 Joint Ventures

Contact: +91 22 6611 1770

• Project Finance

•		 Strategic Partnership

Email: ib@ashikagroup.com

•		 Team Loan

•		 Spin-Offs

•		 Working Capital

•		 Divestment

Debt Syndication

Loan

• Delisting

• Corporate restructuring

•		 Acquisition

• Overseaslisting

• Capital Restructuring

Funding

• Finance Restructuring

•		 Construction
Finance

•

Mr. Yogesh Shetye
Contact: + 91 22 6611 1770
E-mail: yogeshs@ashikagroup.com

Business Valuation
• ESOP Valuation

• Underwriting

• Fairness Opinion
For start-up investing please contact
Mr. Chirag Jain (CEO); Contact: +91 22 66111700; E-mail: chiragjain@ashikagroup.com
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Ashika Global Securities Pvt. Ltd.
Ashika Global Securities Pvt. Ltd is the holding company of Ashika Group, a RBI-registered non-deposit taking
NBFC engaged in providing long term and short-term loans & advances to individual & body corporate and
Investment in shares and securities. It has 6 subsidiaries and 1 associate company i.e. Ashika Credit Capital Ltd.

Ashika Credit Capital Ltd.
It is the Flagship company of the group and incorporated in the year 1994. RBI registered Non-banking Financial
Company carrying on NBFI Activities i.e. investment in shares & securities and providing Loan to Individuals,
corporates HNI etc. The company floated its shares to public in 2000 and got listed with CSE. Thereafter, in 2011, the
shares were traded on BSE under permitted category and in 2014 got listed with MSEI. It has a registered FII as one
of its investors.

Ashika Investment Managers Pvt. Ltd.
Ashika Investment Managers Private Limited, a private limited company incorporated on July 13, 2017, is a wholly
owned subsidiary of Ashika Global Securities Private Limited. It is acting as the Investment Manager to Ashika
Alternative Investments, a Trust being registered as a Category III Alternative Investment Fund (Registration
Number: IN/AIF3/20-21/0811) with the Securities and Exchange Board of India (“SEBI”) under the SEBI (Alternative
Investments Funds) Regulations, 2012 (“AIF Regulations”).
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AWARDS

NSDL Stock Performer Awards
of the Year 2019

CDSL Excellent Performer in
Depository Services

NSDL STAR PERFORMANCE AWARD 2018

NSE Market Achievers Award 2018
REGEIONAL RETAIL MEMBER OF THE YEAR 2018 EASTERN INDIA
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BTVI Emerging Company
of the Year 2019

BTVI Young Business Leader
of the Year 2019

Helping Clients Reach for Better Via SIP – National
from Franklin Templeton Investments, 2018

NSE Market Achievers Award 2017
REGEIONAL RETAIL MEMBER OF THE YEAR 2017 EASTERN INDIA

Ashika Stock Broking Ltd.
Ashika Stock Broking Limited (“ASBL”)
started its journey in the year 1994 and
is presently offering a wide bouquet of
services to its valued clients including
broking services, depository services
and distributorship of financial products (Mutual funds, IPO & Bonds). It
became a “Research Entity” under
SEBI (Research Analyst) Regulations
2014 in the year of 2015 (Reg No.
INH000000206).
ASBL is a wholly owned subsidiary of
Ashika Global Securities (P) Ltd., a RBI
registered non-deposit taking NBFC
Company. ASHIKA GROUP (details
enumerated on our website www.
ashikagroup.com) is an integrated
financial service provider inter alia
engaged in the business of Investment
Banking, Corporate Lending, Commodity Broking, Debt Syndication &
Other Advisory Services.
There were no significant and material disciplinary actions against ASBL
taken by any regulatory authority
during last three years except routine
matters.
DISCLOSURE
Research reports are being prepared
and distributed by ASBL in the sole
capacity of being a Research Analyst
under SEBI (Research Analyst) Regulations 2014. The following disclosures
and disclaimer are an essential part
of any Research Report so being
distributed.
1) ASBL or its associates, its Research

Analysts (including their relatives)
may have financial interest in the
subject company(ies). And, the said
financial interest is not limited to
having an open stock market position
in /acting as advisor to /having a loan
transaction with the subject company(ies) apart from registration as
clients.
2) ASBL or its Research Analysts
(including their relatives) do not have
any actual / beneficial ownership of
1% or more of securities of the subject
company(ies) at the end of the month
immediately preceding the date of
publication of the source research
report or date of the concerned
public appearance. However, ASBL’s
associates may have actual / beneficial
ownership of 1% or more of securities
of the subject company(ies).
3) ASBL or its Research Analysts
(including their relatives) do not
have any other material conflict of
interest at the time of publication of
the source research report or date
of the concerned public appearance.
However, ASBL’s associates might
have an actual / potential conflict of
interest (other than ownership).

Research analysts (forming part of
Research Desk) have not received any
compensation or other benefits from
the subject companies or third parties
in connection with the research
report/ research recommendation.
Moreover, Research Analysts have not
received any compensation from the
companies mentioned in the research
report/ recommendation in the past
twelve months.
5) The subject companies in the
research report/ recommendation
may be a client of or may have been
a client of ASBL during the twelve
months preceding the date of concerned public appearance for investment banking/ merchant banking /
brokerage services.
6) ASBL or their Research Analysts
have not managed or co–managed
public offering of securities for the
subject company(ies) in the past
twelve months. However, ASBL’s
associates may have managed or co–
managed public offering of securities
for the subject company(ies) in the
past twelve months.

7) Research Analysts have not served
as an officer, director or employee
of the companies mentioned in the
4) ASBL or its associates may have
received compensation for investment report/ recommendation.
banking, merchant banking, broker8) Neither ASBL nor its Research
age services and for other products
Analysts have been engaged in
and services from the subject compamarket making activity for the
nies during the preceding 12 months.
companies mentioned in the report /
However, ASBL or its associates or its
recommendation.

DISCLAIMER

The research recommendations and information are solely for the personal information of the authorized recipient and does not construe to be an offer document or any investment, legal or taxation advice or solicitation of any action based upon it. This report is not
for public distribution or use by any person or entity, where such distribution, publication, availability or use would be contrary to law,
regulation or subject to any registration or licensing requirement. We will not treat recipients as customer by virtue of their receiving
this report. The report is based upon the information obtained from public sources that we consider reliable, but we do not guarantee
its accuracy or completeness. ASBL shall not be in anyways responsible for any loss or damage that may arise to any such person from
any inadvertent error in the information contained in this report. The recipients of this report should rely on their own investigations.
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Gyanada e-learning initiative
launching soon!

Ashika Group supports charitable foundation to
fuel the aspirations of young girls in India.
With our vision to develop essential 21st century capacities, computational thinking and working
with computer-based systems, we will be launching our e-learning module by September,2020.
It has been designed as two sub-initiatives: Every Child Can Code (ECCC) and Makers in the
making (MIM).

Providing Resources to our Students

In this day and age, there is no escape from technology for anyone.
This needs to be understood and comprehensively incorporated in
schools. Whichever field of choice students enter, will have the use
of computers. It is a universal language and it has to be understood
now, more than ever, when the whole world is shifting to automation.
By introducing technology early on and providing the appropriate
resources, students will be enabled into learning the basics.
In the current pandemic, the learning process for students has become restricted since maximum students have
access to just smart phones. The concepts taught through videos on phones cannot be practically applied due to lack of
resources. We believe that the whole process of learning is incomplete without its application. To tackle this problem,
we are creating a library of Raspberry-Pi by raising the required money through crowd funding. We intend to enable
each of our student with a Raspberry Pi which can be connected to a Television screen, which is common in households.
We would love to hear your feedback and support us by funding our initiative. By this, students can apply what they
learn and make sure that despite the current scenario the process of learning does not stop.

Our Teacher Training has begun!

There is high uncertainty around when schools will be re-opened.
Our in-school and after-school programmes cannot be carried
on, in person, until schools re open. We are utilising this time
for conducting our teacher training programme. The aim of the
programme is to have trained
teachers, well versed with our course
content to deliver it to students
when schools start. We have started
the training in our first course- Scratch. We currently have a batch of 5 teachers who
will be teaching in our partner school- MD Bhatia. We are holding four sessions a
week for the training. Gradually we will shift to training in Python followed by three
other technologies. Only when we have well- qualified teachers can we deliver quality
content to our students.

We, at Gyanada Foundation, engage students in practical learning. For this we provide kids with Gyanada Lab Kits. To
help us fund these kits, visit: https://gyanada.org/donate.html. You can also write to us at rinsa@gyanada.org or connect
with us at 9819044922. Our bank details are:
GYANADA FOUNDATION HDFC Bank, Stephen House Branch, Current A/c No. 50200002885400
IFSC CODE: HDFC0000008
MICR CODE: 700240002
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Group Companies
Ashika Stock Broking Ltd.
(Member: NSE, BSE, MSEI, MCX, NCDEX, ICEX Depository participant of CDSL / NSDL, Research Analyst, AMFI- Registered
Mutual Fund Distributor)
CIN No. U65921WB1994PL217071
SEBI Registration No: INZ000169130
SEBI Registration No: INH00000006 (RA)

Ashika Credit Capital Ltd.
(RBI Registered NBFC)
CIN No. L67120WB1994PLC062159

Registered Office
Trinity
226/1, A.J.C. Bose Road
7th Floor, Kolkata-700020
Phone: 033-4010 2500
Fax No: 033-4010 2543

Ashika Capital Ltd.
(SEBI Authorised Merchant Banker)
CIN No. U30009WB2000PLC091674
SEBI Registration No: INM000010536

Ashika Investment Managers Pvt. Ltd.
(Investment Manger to Ashika Alternative Investments, a
Category III AIF registered with SEBI)
CIN number – U65929MH2017PTC297291
SEBI Registration No: IN/AIF3/20-21/0811

Ashika Global Securities Pvt. Ltd.
(RBI Registered NBFC)
CIN No. U65929WB1995PTC069046

Corporate Office
1008, Raheja Centre,
214, Nariman Point, 10th Floor
Mumbai-400021
Phone: 022-6611 1700
Fax No: 022-6611 1710

A

www.ashikagroup.com

PRODUCT | info@trisyscom.com

Toll Free No.: 1800 212 2525
For any research related query: paras@ashikagroup.com

